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Reading instruction in secondary English Language Arts (ELA) classrooms takes 
many forms. with a common approach. the teacher-centered classroorn where a 
traditional transmission pedagogy typically prescribes the single correct reading of any 
piece of literature through a series of individual, guided activities. A more interactive 
classroom where the students gain some control over their reading, exchange their 
reading journals with one another for critiquing purposes, and l e m  that their own 
knowiedge and experience counts when the! read, is refened to as a transactional 
classroom. A third approach to reading instruction is the social constructivist classroom, 
where students create the meaning of a text in a social situation where they work 
coIlectively and collaboratively through both writing and talking together. The purpose 
of this siudy was to pit these three teaching approaches against each other in a grade 
twelve ELA classroom in order to test their etkctiveness in improving the rnaturity/depth 
of students' reading comprehension and response to literature. 

Two rural grade twelve EL.-\ classes of just under twenty and just under 15 
students panicipated in this three rnonth long study The research design was based on 
three questions: I ) ts writing alone or writing paired with talking superior to traditional 
teacher-led instruction in improving readino comprehension and response as measured 
by a three-pan test ~vhich combined a multiple-choice item section, a shon answer 
section. and a wrinen response" 2 )  Does the order of presentation (the three 
instructional approaches) affect student pertbrmance in reading comprehension and 
response'? 3 )  Which instmctional approach (presentation) do students most enjoy; and 
which of the instructional approaches do students feel most benefit their reading 
comprehension and response to literature" The design was 3 X 2 X 3 (three treatments 
which were transmission instruction. transactional instruction and social constructivist 
instruction: two different instructional approaches at a time in two separate classrooms). 
Three identical units of study. each covering a period of one month, were taught to the 
two classes. Each class received instniction in a different instructional approach than the 
other class, and rotated through the three approaches during the study phase. At the end 
of each unit of instruction. both classes were ~ i v e n  the identical reading cornprehension 
test (20 multiple-choice. IO short ansuer. one response to reading essay). 

The study revealed clearlv that a social constructivist approach to ELA 
instruction resulted in student responses to their reading that were significantly better 
(&S6) = 3. I07.p = 000) than those produced in either of the other two instructional 
approacheslinterventions One of the two classes pertOrmed at the 78Ih percentile while 
the other achieved a 9 1'' percentile performance in the social constructivist classroom. 
The Ieast effective instructional approach, statistically. was the traditional transmission 
mode1 of instruction and the second most effective approach was the transactional 
approach. 

The study concludes that there is a time and place for al1 models of instruction. 
For example. in a transmission. content-based classroorn multiple-choice questions 
might possibly the best method of testing. But when students are expected to become 
competënt. independent readers and thinkers, an instmctional approach that is rooted in 
collaboration, in much talking and writing produces by far the most capabldmature 



readers. That approach is the social constructivist mode1 of instruction. Classrooms 
where students participate actively in creating meaning through a variety of writing 
activities which are always accompanied by student-tallc and class discussion, where 
lecturing takes a back seat, and where students are encouraged in testing to respond in 
writing rather than to choose one correct reading (as in a multiple-choice question), will 
buiId skills and cornpetencies that will produce results of a superior quaiity compared to 
traditional classrooms. The bonus for both teachers and students is that not only do 
students perform so much better. but students aiso most enjoy leaming in a social 
constructivist classroom. 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 

Context of the Study 

Theoretical 

Change in long-established professions like teaching is usuaily slow. Concern 

with knowledge, or product, as it was for the ancients, has remained at the center of 

educational theory for centuries without appreciable change. Teachers and reading 

tesearchers struggle to pursue newer or better approaches to instruction, moving in 

slowly in the direction of process, away h m  product, despite a recent trend in 

society calling for a ceaffirmation that "old is best." The "transmission" approach 

used in literature (reading) instruction assumed, fiom early tirnes, that the purpose of 

reading was to communicate a message directiy fiom the author's pen. There was one 

single correct reading of an infailible text where only the author's message mattered 

(Straw, 1990). Good readers were aware of historicai and biographical, moral and 

philosophical information regarding the author, which led them to the correct reading 

-prodtcr. imparting knowledge (or information) was the purpose of literature 

instruction, not entertainment or enjoyment. 

With iifestyle changes following the Industrial Revolution, the inevitable 

resutt of a gigantic economic shift, teisure tirne evolved for the wealthy and the 

middle cIass. A greater opporhmity for employment led to a need for reading skills 

fnr wnrk and pven fnr p!c-~y- n-g ;nAi~tnd p_ii s u e  hiith thenni_-c t_hlt wndd. --- .- --- -- - - -- --- 
eventually produce a performance-based mode1 of reading instruction after World 



War 1, referred to as the 'hnslation" model. This period, often referred to as "New 

Criticism," refers to a preoccupation with specific skills ike decoding, reading For the 

main idea and critical analysis. FolIowing this period, with the work of psychology 

and linguistics, combined with a heightened sense of and fascination for the 

individual, quicker shifts in theory followed (Straw, 1990). 

The 1960s and 70s gave rise to an interactive mode[ of teaching reading, 

which encouraged students to employ their background experience and background 

knowiedge in order to make sense of the text in order to understand it. 

Transactionalists such as Rosenblatt (1978) would suggest that students, 'Wirough 

their 'transactions' with the poem, were constructing their own meaning within the 

cange ofpossibilities provided by the text of the poem itseif" (Straw, 1990, pg. 131). 

This ''transactional" model of reading was based largeIy on the writings of Louise 

Rosenblatt, in which she bbcharacterizes this transaction as a conversation between 

reader and text - a negotiation between what the reader knows and what the text 

presents" (Straw, 1990, pg. 13 1). WhiIe the word of the author again gained 

eminence, the voice of the reader gained the most prominence. What the reader knew 

when coming to a text assumed dominance (Rosenblatt, 1980). 

During the most recent twenty years, reading theory has grown out of research 

in epistemoiogy and psychology, to a place where the reader has become yet more 

important. A recognition that reading is a generative act, that meaning is not a 

representation of the intent of the author, that meaning is not present in the text; 

nther, that rneaning is constnrcted by the reader during the act of reading, 

characterizes the transactional mode1 of reading. The reader, within this paradigm, 

draws on a nurnber of knowledge sources to constnict knowledge. It is accepted that 

the text, a readefs background knowIedge, experience, worId knowledge - that a l l  of 

a "poem" - the new text created through negotiation by the reader with the text 



(Rosenblatt, 1978). Given this theory, it is possible that no two readers of the same 

passage will generate identicai meanings, or that a single reader will not generate the 

sarne meaning on two separate readings of the same text. 

Each instructional paradigm deveIoped its own approach to the text and its 

author, as well as emphasizing certain s k i k  that a reader must accomplish in order to 

accurately read the text. (See Figure 1 below, for a summary of the reading paradigrn 

the-line.) And while the transactional theory remains central to much that happens 

in English Language Arts (ELA) classrooms, this study is most interested in the 

implications of the most recent paradigm, that of the social constnictivists. 

Ficrure 1: Readin~ Paradipm Time-line 

Mode1 Name Historical Context Paradipm 
TRAlVSMiSSIION 19th Century "author is god"; meaning resides in 

text; imowledge of author is most 
important 

TRANSLA ITON Post WWE "text becomes 'reified"'; specific 
skills are important; 'lit-cd' develops 

hVTER.4 CïTON 1950s io 1960s author gains prominence, but reader 
gains MORE; what the reader knows 
is most important 

TRANSAClitONAL 1980s to 1990s reader gains yet more importance; 
meaning is made during the act of 
reading; "negotiated meaning"; a new 
poern is written/constructed 

CONSTRUCTIONST late 1990s to now meaning resides almost exclusively 
with reader; social groups influence 
generation of meaning; reading is a 
'social' act 

While maintainhg Rosenblatt's notion that reading is a generative act, a more 

recent theory of meaning making, the "sociaI constnrctivist" view, adds that meaning 

is only constnicted in the context of social negotiation (Fish, 1980). Creating or 



generating meaning when in the act of reading is understood to be a social 

phenomena, where students come to know the meaning of a text before, during and 

d e r  reading by negotiating their ideas between not o d y  text and reader, but by also 

by negotiating their interpretations among other reading communities. Ultirnately, 

this interaction within and between groups of readers results in the construction of a 

new meaning, or the meaning of a text for the t h e  and for the group (Watson, 

Baardman, Straw, & Sadowy, 1992; Straw, & Baardman, 1994). The implications of 

this view of reading suggest that not o d y  could a reader come away fiom the same 

text at various times with a different reading, but that the same person could waik 

fkom one discourse community into another and within minutes of reading a text in 

one way, generate an entirely new meaning Erom the same text, when sitting with a 

new group of readers who read fiom a different stance. 

Fostering a mature reading of text is what we as teachers seek to do 

ultimately, and the traditional approach for teaching literature seems to be in conflict 

with this goal. The social construction of rneaning detived at through reading, talk, 

and writing within a social context, on the other hand, does foster a mature reading of 

text and is therefore compatible with a mature reading (Straw, 1990). 

So we see that reading has become the act of actualization where meaning 

grows out of encounters between the reader, the tex4 and as is recognized by social 

constnictivists, between and within discourse communities. A high regard for 

process, as obsewed in research that attempts to capture uninterrupted (natural) social 

phenomena, without observer interference, speaks to this tendency (Borg, 1981). A 

reorientation of the ELA c e c u l u n  (and instruction which places an emphasis on the 

process of students' iiterary creativity, and not on the product alone) M e r  

characterizes present thinking (Harms, 1988; Fiilion, 1984; CourtIand, WeIsh & 

V m n n p A v  1 O P n  
.L'LY."Yf, L *" . I' 



ELA teachers are concemed wiîh reading and writhg skills and instruction. 

instmctionally, we want to teach students to become "active negotiators in the act of 

creating meaning during and after reading - to help students become part of the 

conversation that is reading" (Straw, 1990, pg, 133). There exists within this domain 

a dilemma for many traditional educators, as reading has come to be understood as 

"meaning making," instead of "meaning getting" for many. 'Weaning making" 

involves an independent reader who is actively engaged in the construction of text, 

engaged in negotiations of meaning - through writing, through taiking with us as 

teachers, with other students, and with those outside of school settings. 

Unfortunately, many instructional approaches do not reflect or support this construct. 

Teachers are accustomed to having the answers and telling students what a particular 

text means. in the transmission mode1 of teaching, teachers present the rneaning of a 

text and then show students how that meaning is found there. Through this approach, 

Literature is 'ûsed as an example of a particular meaning, rather than as a stimulus for 

thinking and the construction of meaning" (Straw, 1990, pg. 132). Yet, it is my belief 

that ELA teachers want to teach in such a maaner that their students' skills in 

understanding text wilI improve. It is with this dilemma, th2t this study is concerned: 

a search for a teaching approach that will best teach students to comprehend and 

respond to what they read, in light of transactional and social constructivist 

instructional models of reading compared to a transmission approach to instruction. 

The cwiculum identifies reading and writing as two of the most important of 

the six major target areas for instruction (the others are listening, speaking, viewiag, 

and representing). These skills are arguably the most important as they spill into al1 

areas of leaming, both in schools and outside of schools. Any form of 

communication involves comprehending the message, whether written or spoken, and 

comprehension is often taken for granted as teachers and parents merely expect îheir 



charges to "try harder" or "read it again and then youfU see" when problems a i se  in 

the process of making meaning tiom a text. Reading comprehension theory suggests 

that there are numerous components that make up the act of reading comprehension, 

and that each component adds complexity to the process. A talented teacher will 

know how, where, and when to draw on appropriate methods to train students to read 

with greater comprehension. Reading and response theory influences teaching 

methodology for this purpose. Theoretically, then, it is the aim of this study to pursue 

research in reading and response that wili strengthen a ûansactionaVconsûuctivist 

approach to making rneaning. This goal will be accomplished by studying how three 

teaching approaches directly hfIuence students' success in comprehending better 

what they read. 

Personal 

I am a high school ELA teacher with fifteen years experience teaching Engiish 

Literature, arnong a myriad of subjects. Having studied under the transmission 

approach to instruction through my secondary and university years and having 

noticed the prevaience of this same approach in high school cIasses today in a time 

when other approaches surface here and there, I find myseifcurious about what works 

best for students of reading. 1 have also found myself somewhat schizophrenic as 1 

have sûuggled to move through the transition fiom traditional student to "modem and 

innovative" teacher. I have certainly always been curious about the mysteries of 

reading comprehension and response as it was demonstrated both successfilly and 

unsuccessfilly tbrough the responses of my students. Why did some succeed so 

readily in making "accurate" rneaning and others struggle in futility? What is an 

"accurate" reading of a text, and how do 1 know which reading is more valid, the 

often score above the provincial average on Provincial reading comprehension 



exams? Why did some of my students still read so eloquentIy, seeming to understand 

effortlessly, while others did not? Obviously, there are so many possibilities. 

Comprehension and response are a complex issue. 

Graduate school bas provided for me just what 1 had hoped - to this study. 

Literature reviews have exposed to me a variety of research from which to pull 

possible answers to questions that have cropped up through my years in the 

classroom. Serninar classes have provided an opportunity to sit next to other teachers 

who ask pertinent questions and share experiences that shed Light on many of my own 

questions. Leadership through example provided by instructors, who share a passion 

for research and good teaching, has drawn me to this point, completing my own study 

and adding a small voice to the field of research that already exists to say that we, as 

reading teachers, can and do make a positive difference in the levels of 

comprehension and response acquired by Our students. 

Purpose of the Study 
- The purpose of this study is to compare the effect of three separate teaching 

approaches on reading comprehension and response by measuring student responses 

to multiple-choice items, short answer responses and an essay response afier being 

exposed to each of the instructional approaches. Specific teaching elements like t h e  

on task, interactive and transactional approaches such as collaborative and 

cooperative learning groups, and instructional techniques such as the use of study- 

guides or assignments that encourage a wide range of responses (from musical 

interpretations. graphie d s t i c  representations, verbal-visual essays and pIenty of 

taik) will be part of the three instructional techniques to be used in this study. 

Specifically, it is the purpose of this study to concentrate on three general approaches 

ingnj-rim They are cnteg~riw! a s  (1) transmission [traditional teacher-centered 

instruction), (2) transactional (somewhat student-centered instruction with writing as 



a focus), or (3) social constnictivist (highiy student-centered instruction with an 

emphasis on much tak, followed by a wide variety of writing). This research will 

attempt to shed light on the complexities of these three teaching approaches by 

specifymg which approach leads to greater success in reading comprehension and 

response and why this is so. 

It is aIso the purpose of this research to extend previous research conducted in 

elementary grades to secondary students and to address shortcomings in research in 

the area of reading comprehension and response among secondary students in order to 

add weight to the idea that students successfulIy make meaning of texts when they 

work collaboratively, especially when they are critically involved in the process of 

deciding on meaning (Straw, & Baardman, 1994; ). Straw, Craven, Sadowy, and 

Baardman (1993), for example, compared a traditional approach to poetry instruction 

with a student-centered, collaborative approach, but in a third grade classroom. Dias 

(1990) points to the tendency of current reading research to concentrate solely on 

beginning readers. Although rich with current thinking and terrninology surrounding 

the topic of reading, Hiebert and RaphaeI's (1998) recent publication dealing with 

early literacy is a current example of the tendency toward yet another study on the 

topic of beginning readers. Despite this tendency, it would be foolish to ignore 

vahable information relevant to al1 IeveIs of reading, f?om beginners to experienced 

readers, found in secondary classrooms, Dias (1990) claims that current reading 

theory promotes practices that are at odds with practices that promote literary reading, 

a warning with which others (Hu-pei Au & Kawakami, 1984; Pearson, t 984) wouId 

agree. This study will use literary texts and will emphasize three instructional 

approaches of readmg the text. 

Three additionai "problems" with reading research which this study seeks to 

occurs in contrived situations; (2) hdings are generalized from nonliterary reading 



situations to literary reading; and (3) reading theory and instnictionai applications are 

at odds. By this Dias means that when teachers guide reading they are taking the role 

of meaning making away fiom students, thereby subverting a student's interest, skills 

and abiIities. Secondly, teacher-centered guides, whether spoken or printed on a sheet 

of questions to be handed out and completed by students, lead students toward 

becoming teacher-dependent readers and not independent. 

By addressing these variables in this study and by focusing on twelfth grade 

students, the present study seeks to extend previous research and deal with the 

concems listed above in an effort to provide a clearer glimpse into the mysteries of 

meaning making. The current study, for example, is carried out not in a 'conûived 

situation", but in a real classroom where stakes involve passing a grade in order to 

graduate. Materials studied are literary, so generalizations made will be fiom literary- 

to-literary situations. Third, the aim of this study is to address Dias's final concern, 

and that is to show that when instructional application is consistent with reading and 

response theory, students wilI outperform students who are immersed in situations 

where theory and practice are at odds. Texts used for this research, it should be 

mentioned, are considered text for "reading" and "meaning making" regardess of the 

fom in which they are presented. For example, each unit of instruction empIoys 

fonns of literature through medium of printed text, film, spoken text, and student- 

generated text. 

Statement of Research Questions 

1. 1s writing alone or writing paired with talking superior to traditionai teacher-led 

instruction in improving readuig comprehension and response as measured by a 

i+brnU< t e  x,yLth ccmh;2& 2 m,~uf+&!rchzir= +m, sz~uG 2 +yt 

section, and a written response? 



2. Does the order of presentation (the three instructional approaches) affect student 

performance in reading comprehension and response? 

3. Which instructional approach (presentation) do students most enjoy; and which of 

the instructional approaches do sntdents feel most bene6t their reading 

comprehension and response to literature? 

Based on the results of other studies in response to teaching approaches at the 

high school level, I hypothesize that student-centered talk and writing (social 

construction) will result in a significantly superior level of reading comprehension, as 

measured by multiple choice, shoa answer and written literature response scores. It 

is M e r  hypothesized that student-centered talk and writing will out-perform writing 

alone (transactional) by improving resuIts in reading comprehension scores on 

follow-up tests. Finally, it is hypothesized that both writing (transactional) and 

tallcing and writing (social construction) wilI outperform the traditional (transmission) 

approach to reading instruction. 

Significame of the S tudy 

Theoretical 

This study is built out of a research base in the area of language and literacy. 

Particularly, the present study is interested in both adding to the volume of research 

that deals with general and specific approaches to reading comprehension instruction 

in collaborative-style classrooms (Rivard & Straw, 2000; Straw & Baardman, 1994; 

Straw, Craven, Sadowy & Baardman, 1993; Watson, Baardman, Straw & Sadowy, 

1993; Zapp, Straw, Baardman & Sadowy, 2992), as weli as buiIding on the 

definîtions of Rosenblatt's reading of a text through a negotiated process and Ruddell 

~ 7 6  z=L=~'s (1994) &f&t;,cz =f - , ~ g  ;-y&., f2ls ladrr t h  imhrefiZ 

social constructio~st theory - that meaning is dependent not only on the transaction 



of reader and text, but is especiaily iduenced by the particular social discourse 

community in which the reading of text takes place. In other words, this study seeks 

to corroborate research already conducted in the area of secondary reading 

comprehension. 

Practical 

Rosenshine and Stevens (1984) recomrnend experimental studies that wiIl 

translate instnictionaI procedures into actuai classroom-based inquiry where, under 

the guidance of trained instructors, the comprehension performance of both control 

and treatrnent subjects wilI show that appropnate instructional approaches do have a 

significant effect on comprehension. in addition to addressing this recommendation 

in a practical sense, the present study is similar to Straw, Craven, Sadoway, and 

Baardrnan's (1993) and Rivard and Straw's (2000) study of third grade and eighth 

grade students, respectively, where a collaborative learning (social consûuctionist) 

approach to both poetry and science instruction was compared to traditionai 

instruction, with the exception that in this study the subjects are older. The practicaI 

implications of this study wiII affect the students and classroom instructionai 

practices of ELA teachers. Middle school through secondary teachers will find the 

results of this research worthwhile because it is envisioned that positive effects will 

be found for reading comprehension. 

A practical consideration, possibly even a challenge, is found in attempting to 

outwit common sense. Hoping to find that approaches have a significant effect on 

reading comprehension may just be "pie in the sky", when common sense says that 

children learn when they are tau@ and when they practice. And yet, if a variable 

systematic manner using the best practice and make certain students have a chance to 



practice what they Iearn, just as pioneers in reading likely did in the past (Herber, 

1994). 

Rosenshine and Stevens (1984) recommend that researchers need to design 

and carry out experimentai research translated from results found in instructional or 

methodological studies, as the majority of work in this area has been "correlationai" 

(Paris, Lipson, & Wixson. p. 791) in nature. in other words, a study like the present 

one answers the need for experimental studies because it investigates the 

effectiveness of both general and specific teaching methodologies while gathering 

data where a controI group (transmission or traditionat instruction) and two treatment 

groups (transactional - writing and social constructivist - taik and writing) of students 

are used. 

Scope of This Study 

Several limitations to the study bear mentioning. While the specifics of 

reading comprehension and response are highly complex and cannot be ignored, this 

study is concerned with instructional approaches, and not the sort of detailed surgery 

Rurnrneihart (1994) perf'orms when developing a mode1 of transactional reading 

cornprehension. The three instructional approaches used in this study and the limited 

size of the sarnple - thirty student participants, 18 males and 12 fernales, in two 

classes in a mral school - may not allow fmdings to speak to every possible setting 

found in a senior ELA class. 

Reading is a complex activity or event and exists as a highiy individual 

activity wiuiin a single reader. At the same tirne reading is also a social activity 

influenced by the reader's personal experience, the values that exist in the reader's 

t c r n ~ ~ ~ ~  un t+= S Q C ~ ~  ~ettitig trejtUf! t!~-c~= hy --~p $k~_r&&z wh;hih 

ail affect the interpretation of text. Despite the limited number of subjects in the 



study, a group of thuty students should allow generalizable hdings on two levels, 

simply because it is a group similar to other groups found in hi& school classes 

throughout the nation and because it is a group made up of individuals who corne to 

the reading with their own experiences, To put it another way, while individual 

students wiIl have their reading compreheasion and response scores anatyzed, a 

situation that does not readily allow generaiizing to groups of students, the fact that 

this is a group of thirty (two classes of students) wilI satisQ requirernents for a more 

generalizable evaluation to class-size groups. 

An additional Limitation of the study is that conclusions about cognitive 

processing as readers interpret text are not based on the direct study of those 

processes, but on inferences made fiom manifestations (written, verbal, and 

behaviod) of those processes. But the use of such manifestations (multiple choice 

test results, short m e r  test results, interview discussions, and essay writing) as a 

valid "window" into the generative processes activated during reading appears to be 

justifiable. 

The duration of instruction must also be addressed as a possible limitation. 

While students have spent meive years in classrooms up to this point and have lived 

in homes for seventeen or eighteen years where attihides toward reading have been 

etched into their M g ,  having been trahed within instructional procedures or 

methodologies that may be by now fdIy entrenched in the min&, it is conceivable 

that three units of teaching, encompassing a tirne of nine weeks of instruction, may 

not do too much to change old habits, tbereby limiting the significance of results. On 

the other hand, three weeks of insimction on three different themes rnay be precisely 

the leveI playing field that is needed to show cIear1y which ùisûuctional approach 

does indeed have the greatest influence on student achievement, as students may be 
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knowledge, when they may have been too young or immature to care in previous 

grades. 

Another limitation of this study is the relevance of gender in the research 

process, an issue that has gained increased attention in research-related literature in 

ment  years (Eichler Sr Lapointe, 1985). It is not hown what effect the presence of 

the researcher, as participant observer and instructor, might have on students' 

meaning making processes - in the testing sessions or classes leading up to testing, 

particu1arly in cases when the sex of the researcher differs from that of the student 

subjects. However, given that the instructor is aiso the regular classroom teacher, it is 

presurnable that both male and female students are accustomed to the gender question 

and gender will not constitute a confounding threat. 

The results of this research with regard to teaching approaches wiIl be 

applicable and generalizable to middle school through secondary ELA ~Iassroorns. In 

terms of actual lesson plan matends and structure, ail levels of ELA teachers can 

benefit fiom the unit materials published in this study. if the methods studied in this 

research are indeed significant, then any ELA teacher will h d  both the theory, 

process, and the materials from this study useful, as they impact the success of 

reading comprehension and response. 

Definitions 

Blind marker - Three provinciaiiy trained ELA teachers who have marked 

provincial ELA exams. They do not know the identity of any of the students 

in the study due to the use of 'ID' numbers instead of names and because the 

schools in which they teach are in other comrnunities. The markers are not 

markers are quite unaware of the entire process, but are highiy famiIiar with 



and proficient at using the rubrics and evaluating test answers. Two of the 

three markers are designated as regular markers. They will mark each of the 

three units of instruction. Each marker wili score a photocop y of the test 

without knowledge of the other marker's score. The third marker will only 

become involved in the process should a need arise to make a find decision 

when there is a large discrepancy (more than 1 level in the written response to 

literature and shoa answer; multiple choice is not included) in the grades 

awarded by the first two regular markers. 

Content/Rubric - Refers to the reading responçe measure round in essay writing by 

way of scoring understanding of material using a content rubric, which was 

adapted fiom Straw's (1993) reading comprehension evaluation rubric. It 

consists of a O - 3 point system to identib the level of response a student 

compIetes with the ternis "nonsense" (O), "reteliing" (11, "inferentiai" (2), and 

"interpretive" (3). 

Expository essay - A formal piece of writing that attempts to explain any idea in an 

essay format. It wash a common part of Iiterary criticism. 

Heuristic - A plan designed to heIp students in carrying out their writing tasks; it 

gives clear, step by step instnictions for every element/component that is to be 

present in a given piece of text. 

interpretive communities - Are made up those who share interpretive strategies not 

for reading but for writing texts, for constituting their properties. These 

strategies exist prior to the act of reading and therefore determine the shape of 

what is read (Fish, 1980). 

Journa1 and Journaiing - A personal text that records the thoughts, ideas and 

reactions of a student to circumstances ongoing around them. In this study it 
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Meaning making - Another term for comprehension (see reading comprehension), 

but a term that tends to be associated with the social constructionist view of 

creating meaning from negotiation with a text, the teacher, the reader, and 

together with other readers. In other words, the eventual meaning that a 

reader constructs from a text is negotiated with the community of readers 

(discourse community) where a particular text is behg read. 

Methods: social constructionist- or talking and wrifing used interchangeably - 
developed fiom an inquiry mode1 of learninglinstruction in which students 

engage in dialogue around ideas they identify fiom the texts to which they are 

exposed. They also work together to produce w-citten responses to those ideas 

by using brainstorming, collaborative writing, peer editing and co-operative 

text production. A more elaborate description of this instructional approach 

follows at the end of the chapter. 

Methods: transmission - or traditional or teacher-centered used interchangeably - 
using teacher-directed instruction focusing on vocabulary development, 

emphasis on mechanics and formal writing. lndividual work on word lists, 

questions, definitions and worksheets will be the dominant method of 

instruction. As indicated above, a more elaborate description of this 

instructional approach will follow at the end of the chapter. 

Methods: transactional - or writing used interchangeably - Based on Louise 

Rosenblatt's (1978) concept of the transaction between a reader and his/her 

experience, knowledge, etc and the text, with a negotiated process of meaning 

making that results in the construction of a new text. For the purpose of this 

study, 1 emphasize writing as the vehicle for engagement, which leads to 

comprehension. As a result, the ideas developed out of the texts for this 
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Heuristics will be provided to help students direct their tvritten responses. A 



more elaborate description of this instructional approach foliows at the end of 

this chapter. 

Peer editing - Students exchange their initiai cirafts of written text with each other 

and examine them before giving feedback about content, organizationai, 

stylistic and mechanical elements of their wciting. 

Reader Stance - The attitude and expectation with which a reader comes to the text. 

This stance is the result of both the reader's context, as well as the context of 

the text, instruction surrounding the text, clues or hints as to what the text will 

offer, as well as the reader's life experiences. 

Reading comprehension - A process in which the reader constmcts meaning, during 

or after interacting with text, through a combination ofpnor knowledge and 

previous expenence, information in the text, the stance he or she takes in 

relationship to the text, and irnmediate, remembered, or anticipated social 

interactions and communication [see meaning making above] (Ruddell, M., 

1993). in other words, reading and comprehension is not simply knowing 

sounds, words, sentences, and abstract parts of Ianguage that can be studied by 

linguists, but consists of processing language and consûucting meaning within 

a social context (Goodman & Goodman, 1994). 

Schema - Organized knowledge of the worid (obviously, c m  be very specific) that is 

brought to bear when interacting with a text in order to make meaning of that 

text (Anderson, 1994; Bransford, 1994). 

Social Construction - A theory of meaning making in which howledge is socially 

pattemed and conditioned. Coming to know is a result of the socid 

experiences and interactions students have had. Al1 knowledge and 

knowledge construction are essentiaily social acts (Bogdan & Straw, 1990; 



instructional approach is highly student-centered and emphasizes taiking and 

writing. 

Textually Expiicit - Direct knowledge (facts, statements, words, definitions, etc) that 

can be lifled off of a page f?om a piece of writing; simplest level of reading 

comprehension. 

Textually Irnplicit - lnferred meaning from a text; requires a sophisticated synthesis 

of information gathered h m  information throughout the reading, prior 

knowledge, and negotiation between text, peers and self to predict, or infer 

meaning. 

Transactional - For the purpose of this study, this instructional approach combines 

student and teacher input, with a strong focus on writing. Theoretically, 

experts fiom the transactional school suggests that meaning is what is 

negotiated between the reader and the text; each response to the text is a 

process in which reading and text condition each other (Rosenblatt, 1978). 

Transmission - An instructional approach where the purpose of literature instruction 

is to transmit to students an accumulated body of knowledge that will enable 

them to become full participants in a Iiterate culture. This means that students 

will read certain estabfished, canonical texts and that they will read them in 

certain ways; that is, they wiIl leam to Iocate in those texts the kinds of 

meanings that other educated people have found in them (Beach & Marshall, 

1991). For the purpose of this study, the transmission instructional approach, 

or traditional approach, will be teacher-centered, and wiii emphasize imposed 

meanings on text through vocabulary Lists, definitions, directed reading and 

question-answer sheds. 



InstructionaI Approaches 

Transmission 

The first instructionai approach is entitled "transmission" or "traditionai". 

In this method, the teacher directs the learning activities by providing specific 

questions and tems for the students to Iearn. The teacher acts as the provider of the 

knowledge and teads the students to that knowtedge by employing the following 

assignments, 

1. Definition lists generated by the instructor. Students wili complete these 

on their own before the instructor l a d s  the corrections. 

2, Worksheets with questions regarding the readings. The questions are 

instnictor-generated and students are Ied through corrections after 

completing the assignment. 

3. Paragraph writing on instmctor-identified topics related to the text. The 

instructor will do a11 the evahating; there will be no peer editing or 

collaborative writing. 

4. Preparation for an expository essay to be written on the theme of one of 

the pieces read. 

Transactional 

The second instructionai approach is entitled "transactional" or "process 

writing". In this second method, the students have much more control over the ideas 

with which they will be working. They are given time to write about their own ideas 

during a daily journaling time and will be highly interactive in activities such as 



participating in writing conferences, in which they engage in peer editing and 

feedback sessions. The students will engage in the following types of assignments: 

1. Journaling on a daily basis. This is the fiee-writing part of which we 

spoke earlier. The students have 10 minutes per class (at the start) to write 

anything in response to the texts that they are studying or about what is 

happening in the class. This writing can serve as the jumping-off point for 

other writing assignments and as a study guide for tests. 

2. Student response to other students' writing. All students write a particular 

piece. It is given to another student and they write back. This exchange 

cm be in the form of Ietters or articles with letters of response or through 

writing critiques of each others' work. 

3.  Completing question sheets with heuristics which are a series of questions 

and suggestions that guide a student in writing a complete piece. When 

these are completed they will be used to direct the newspaper style writing 

of articles and editorials. 

4. More lengthy writing will be conducted in the format of letters in varying 

forms (personal, to an editor, formal) and from various perspectives (first 

person, observer, characters from the story). 

Social Constructivist 

The third instructionai approach is entitled "social constmctivist 

(constmctionist)" or "talking and writing". This third method places almost full 

contr~l into the hands and minds of the students. They will determine the scope and 

range of to~ics  for discussion and lead small-pup and whole-class discussions on 



ideas and issues that they choose. A term that best describes the type of work 

students will be engaged in is coilaborative or cooperative leaming activities (see 

Straw, 1993 for a more detailed discussion of the two processes). The teacher will act 

as facilitator, support person and initiator by providing the assignment around which 

the follotving activities will revolve: 

Think~TaIk-a-louds, think-pair-share, jigsaws, group brainstorming.. .are 

al1 collaborative methods Ied by student ideas, responding to texts. This 

conversatioddialogue happens before any journahg is done. 

Class discussions on ideas relating to any written assignments compieted 

before the writing begins. 

Peer editing for al1 the written work. Use a variety of formats for editing 

fiom chosen classrnates, randody selected classrnates, and parents or 

siblings. 

Student-teacher conferencing before, during and after writing. 

Writing assignments can be newspaper style articles and editoriaIs, 

paragrap hs, iiterary critique style essays or any other form of written 

work carried out in traditionai or non-traditional areas. 

The general organizing structure or approach to completing the work for this 

unit will be handled as a newsroom. The final work piece wiil be a senes of 

newspapers created by the students in the foliowing rnanner: There will be a 

revolving series of editors-in-chief (there will be between three or four per day or as 

many as there are groups) so that each sîudent will be in that position at least once. 

The editors-in-chief will meet with the instnictor in the moming or just btfore class 

and will plan the topics, issues and questions for discussion for that day's work. The 



various texts for the unit will serve as the basis from which issues and topics of 

discussion and writing wiIl spring, with each student in each group responsible for 

reading and writing something for each text. Students wiil deal with each of the texts 

using each of the ideas identified in numbers one through five above. The students 

d l  lead the discussions with their classrnates who will then al1 fiinction as the 

newsroom staff working on articles, editorials, letters, essays, pictures, 

advertisements, stories, interviews and anything eIse that they can plan and create for 

inclusion into their final newspaper product. There will be ongoing engagement in 

discussion, writing, peer editing, confercncing, more talking, dialoguing and re- 

writing before the final product is put together. 



CHAPTER TWO: REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Introduction 

"Wnting can only occur because it bears within itself the possibility of 
reading, and vice-versa." (Ray, 1984) 

Eagleton (1983) argues that reading is diaIogic, that "there is no such thing as 

a literary work . . . which is valuable in itself' (p. 11). For example, society, if its 

values have shifted over tirne, may have very little to discover worthwhile in 

Shakespeare. Or we rnay, with M e r  enlightenment fiom new findings in 

archeology or through uncovering new historic works, discover that the way we had 

read a certain ancient author was entirdy incorrect, and that to read this author in 

light of new findings so completely changes the rneaning of the once-enjoyed text 

that it now becomes irrelevant to us (Eagieton, 1983). in other words, the literary 

work is not valuable in and of itself. Rather, it is society as reflected in an individual 

or in a group of individuals who are reading a text, who are valuable, and determine 

the value oFa text each tirne it is read by determining what is meant by the text. Each 

of us, when we read, according to Rosenblatt (1978), interpret what we read in light 

of our own experiences, our biases, our education, and with varied expectations. in 

fact, there is no literary work - it does not exist - until it is read, because it is the 

reader who "makes" (Fish, 1989) literature "as a member of a comrnunity whose 

assurnptions about literature determine the kind of attention he pays and thus the kind 

of literature 'he makes' (sic)" (p.11). "All lïterary works . . . are 'rewritten', if only 

unconsciously, by the societies which read them" (Eagleton, p. 12). Therefore, no 



literary work, no piece of wrihg, is vduable (means something) uniil it is read and 

interpreted. 

Sholes (1982) asserts that h u g h  interpretation we "possess onIy what we 

create" (p. 4). This notion leads to a dilemna: does value exist only in the new text, 

the text created by the reader when interpreting an old text? Does the original 

creation, possibly an inspiration by the muse, or God bimherself have no intrinsic 

meanhg or value, because it does not exist until it is read? And will the reading be 

comprehended in any fashion close to whatever the author intended (supposing the 

author indeed intended anfing) if it is read in a time, place, and situation entirely 

unlike that of the original creation of the text? Does the author Iiteraliy not have any 

control over what his/her creation means to another reader at some distant future or 

further Location? ifwhat the author has to say is prophetic in nature, but dhe cannot 

control the eventual meaning in any way, how is the author's message to be 

transmitted to the reader? Does current reading theory satisfj these questions by 

offering students of reading hope that what they interpret fiom literature is accurate or 

true? Or is mth tnily relative? And for those of us who teach reading, what are we 

to do to improve the ability of our students to find meaning accurately in a given text, 

or more irnportantly, how are we to teach so that we develop mature readers who are 

abIe to read independent of our irnposing expectations? It is with these tensions - 

with these questions - that the current study is interested. 

Toward a Definition of Reading Comprehension 

and Response 

This study is concemed with students' reading comprehensioa and response. 

But more specificdy, it is concemed with how a teacher's instructional approach 
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opposed to another, diflerent in terms of instructionai focus on comprehension and 



response to literature. It is apparent when peming iiterature that deals with reading 

comprehension and response as well as when listening to classroom teachers who 

teach reading, that reading comprehension is defined in as many ways as there are 

approaches to teaching reading or literature. With this in mind, a working definition 

of reading comprehension and response is established for the purposes of this study, 

so that a point of reference or grouading can be maintained throughout. First, based 

on research in reading comprehension, a definition of reading cornprehension wilI be 

outlined and then a definition of response will be added. 

Martha Ruddell(1994) dethes comprehension by drawing on theoretical 

perspectives that include schema, transactional, and socio-cultural theories, which 

well suite the purpose of this study. She defines cornprehension as "a process in 

which the reader constructs meaning while, or alter, interacting with text through the 

combination of prior knowIedge and previous experience, information in the text, the 

stance he or she takes in reiationship to the text, and irnmediate, remembered, or 

anticipated social interactions and communication" (p. 415). in other words, reading 

is seen as recursive, with meaning being generated through a process of negotiation 

with the text, with the reader's experience and knowledge, and with the reading 

cornmunit.. ObviousIy, comprehending or interpreting a text is a highly complex 

dance which involves employing reactions, descriptions, conceptions, and 

connections in order to derive meaning or construct a theme. 

Because this study is not concerned with a clinicaI definition of reading 

comprehension and response, such as a reading c l i c i an  might be interested in, 

Tierney and Pearson's (1994) scenario that deds with the task of how comprehension 

actually occurs, is added to Martha Ruddeli's dennition. Using the example of the 

following sentence to build the progression of comprehension - "He plunked d o m  
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they got inside, she bought him a large bag of popcom." (Tiemey & Pearson, 1994, 



pg. 498) - it is shown that reading comprehension is " a h  to the progressive 

refinement of a scenario or model that a reader develops for a text. That is, reading 

cornprehension proceeds and inferencing occurs via the tefinement of the reader's 

model" (p. 500). Sadoski and Paivio (1994) f i e r  suggest a sort of scherna theory 

as part of a comprehension definition. They introduce the element of imagery by 

focusing especiaIly on the natural mental images that a text stimulates, in addition to 

the Ianguage schema, which contribute to the creation of meaning as the story unfolds 

in the text and in the rnind of the reader. 

Combining Martha Ruddell's (1994) definition with Tierney and Pearson's 

( 1994) example of how cornprehension functions, together with the notion of schema 

theory works well because, while it does not encompass al1 positions on the 

continuum of theoretical views regarding readiig comprehension, it does contain 

elements that provide a Earnework for the purpose of rneasuring the effectiveness of 

instruction on reading comprehension, Four of these elements are "pnor knowledge 

and previous experience, information available in text, stance in rdationship to text, 

and sociai interactions and communications" (p. 416 of Ruddell, 1994) among 

students and teachers who have read the text together. This definition works welI to a 

point. The idea that meaning making involves past and anticipated social interactions 

fits nicely into the social constructivist theory with which this study is concemed, but 

does not mention response to reading. 

It rnight be assumed that meaning does not exist until some sort of response 

h a  been elicited fiom the reader, or at least that it is very difficult to obtain an 

accurate idea of a student's comprehension without a response. Squire (1964) argues 

specifically that attention to the text (as in comprehension of text) is not enough in 

research, but that attention to response would aid teachers in understanding how to 
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independently, perform poorly when reading ability is measured on typicai 



standardized tests. Squire (1964) defines response as "whatever a student said whik 

he [she] was reading a short story" (pg. 138) and suggests that interpretation is 

naturally motivated and of a different mental operation compared to reading skiils or 

test results. Bleich (1980) adds that, "response is a peremptory perceptual act that 

translates a sensory expenence into consciousness" (pg. 134), and that this process is 

arrived at through classroom discussion of responses to Iiterature. S traw (1 990,2000) 

and others (Wilson, 1972; Squire, 1964; Bleich, 1980; Purves, 1972) have shown that 

the level of comprehension not ody  cm, but is clearly visible when students respond 

through talking and writing about what they have read. It seems that an important 

element of comprehension is the student's response to reading. It provides a kind of 

measure or expression of the meaning that has been generated following the study of 

a piece of literature. In response to Squke's (1964) warning that more is needed to 

measure accurately a student's understanding of a piece of Iiterature, adding a 

response component to a reading test may act a s  a whdow into the process of 

comprehension while providing a more rounded and accurate measure of a student's 

abiliîy. 

The current working definition for reading comprehension and response 

grows therefore, out of transactional and social constructivist theory that includes 

schema theory. This study leans on research that places a strong emphasis on student 

taik and writing as the response to what they read as they work toward making 

meaning. 

Transmission Theory 

The "ission" approach to instruction in iiterature assumed that the 

purpose of reading was to communicate a message directIy flom the author's pen. 
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''trammission of meaning generated whoiiy by the author and communicated to the 



reader, unchanged, through the vehicle of the text" (Straw, 1990. pg. 130). The 

instruction of literature did not seek entertainment as its purpose, but the pursuit of 

knowledge and information. In order to attain this severe goal, good readers 

researched historical and biographical, moral and philosophical information regarding 

the author. This discipline would lead readers to the correct reading, a reading that 

required a reader to follow the correct approach, limiting any deveIopment of 

independenc y. 

Roehler, Duffy, and Meloth (1984) state that the traditional instructional mode 

of instruction is still widely used and popular and that it focuses on content, excluding 

instruction that couId enhance a student's metacognitive abilities when reading on his 

or her own. It is the assumption within a transmission mode1 of instruction that if the 

"teacher explicitly understands the reading process and asks questions about the 

content of [a] text based on this understanding students \vil1 naturally corne to 

understand the system upon which the teacher based the questions" (p. 8 1). Those 

instructional strategies that typically fa11 withh what the transmission approach to 

insûuction, are characterized by the use of study sheets, teacher-centered questioning, 

silent reading, individual student work, applying literary criticism (analysis) to each 

piece of literature, and the predominant use of one piece of literature at a tirne. 

During discussion teachers typically ask content questions in a rnanner that leads 

students to one answer. This approach imposes meaning on the text by the teacher 

and results in teaching a dogma, rather than allowing students to negotiate with the 

text and each other in order to consûuct meaning, in the process of becoming mature 

readers. Straw (1990) points out that when instructors force their  correct'^ 

interpretation on students, a dependency on the teacher's correct reading rather than 

independency results. There is ais0 the danger that instructors of the transmission 
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meaning" (Straw, 1990. pg. 130) Straw (1990) goes on to suggest that the text may 



be closed to students in a transmission approach because only some interpretations of 

a text are possible and it is the teacher who knows which interpretations those might 

be. Additionally, a reader's background and expenence is not acknowledged, but is 

replaced by the need to be familiar with the author's background and expenence. 

When al1 of these elements are combined, the transmission approach appears 

to have a devaluing result on students as they are trained to become dependent on 

instnictors, as  well as trained to think that reading is a rigid and prescribed pursuit of 

the tnith, instead of developing maturity and self-confidence in their own reading of 

Iiteraiure. The possibility of expenencing joy or simple entertainment in the process 

of reading also seems a strained hope for readers in the transmission mode. 

Transac tional Theory 

Transactional classrooms today are characterized by more student interaction 

than found in transmission classrooms, Transactional theory places a greater value on 

student knowledge and expenence compared to the more traditiond models of 

instruction because ofsome fundamental shifis in thinking regarding the source of 

rneaning, And this shift is based in the writings of Louise Rosenblatt (1978), who 

suggests that when students read a text a transaction takes place. This transaction is 

like a conversation between the text and the reader, which leads the reader in the 

process of coming to know the meaning of the text in what she calls a "poem" - the 

new reading of the text. It is a negotiation between what the reader knows and brings 

to the text and what the text presents. Through this transaction students construct 

their own meaning, although Rosenblatt cautions against straying too far from the 

"experience to which the text actuaiiy refers" (Rosenblatt, 1968. pg. 113). This 

caution - that in order for an accurate (my itaiics) reading to have taken place, the 



relationship between readers and texts - the reader, the text, and the poem - provides 

the theoretical source for this çtudy's definition of transac:ion as an instructional 

approach. 

Research in both written responçe to reading and reading comprehension takes 

its cue Erom Rosenblatt's work. Traditional Lines that formerly separated writing and 

reading are now seeming to blur as writing theory incorporates a recursive theory, just 

as reading is defined by Rosenblatt (1 978). For example, Emig (1964) deals with 

composition, and argues against a linear-stage mode1 of the writing process when she 

suggests that composing "does not occur as a left-to-right, solid, uninterrupted 

activity with an even pace" (p. 83), much like the transaction that occurs when a 

reader creates the "poem", while reading a text. The idea, that writing might be a 

"recursive" rather than Iinear activity, is precisely the sarne in reading comprehension. 

The shift kom a transmission approach to literature instruction to one of 

transaction implies a significant restructuring of teaching practices so that the 

expectations of students or teachers are not at odds with the underlying philosophy of 

literature instruction. Marty of the strategies employd by instnictors in the 

transmission mode were based on a notion of determinant, text-based meaning 

(Straw, 1990). A shift in instruction h m  the practice of "meaning-getting" to one of 

"meaning-making" meant that the simple transmission of knowledge fiom the author 

through the text to the student no longer worked. So, what typifies a transaction 

classroom? What ingredients, according to research, separate transmission theory 

from classrooms that are based on transaction theory? 

Typically, a transaction classroom is one where students are encouraged to 

draw on their own experiences and to spend time in developing a reIationship with the 

text that allows for negotiation between student and text as well as between student 
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where the text, the author, and the teacher no bnger enjoy the privileged place of 



power; the student now has more value and is encouraged to share the construction of 

meaning with others in the class. It is a class where the threat of "not knowing the 

right answer" is Iessened in favor of students being encouraged to corne up with their 

own new reading of a piece of literature. 

Rosenshine and Stevens (1984), through a review of studies canied out since 

the mid 1970s, find that there are both general and specific instructional procedures 

which are correlated with students' achievement gains in reading comprehension. 

Under "general instnictional procedures" three variables that improve reading 

comprehension are teacher-directed initial instructions, instruction in groups, and 

academic emphasis. Generally speaking, students leam reading most efficiently when 

they are systematically taught, monitored, and given feedback by a teacher. 

Furthemore, when students are grouped for instruction, less time is spent on 

classroom management/discipline issues, and more quality time on teacher-student 

feedback. Research on specific instructional procedures, at least at the elementary 

level, has shown that effective teaching is characterized by a predictable sequence of 

"demonstrauon, guided practice, feedback and corrections, and independent practice" 

(Paris, Lipson, & Wixson, 1994. p. 788). 

In anmering questions regarding with whom, in what situations, and in what 

ways teaching improves reading comprehension, Tiemey and Cunningham (1984) 

first review current research that deais specificaily with issues of methodological 

significance. What is important in this report is the division of instruction of 

comprehension into two fundamental pursuits, which are how to increase 

comprehension and leaming fiom texts (a specific text) and how to increase a 

student's ability to comprehend and l e m  from any text (general strategies). 

Tierney and Cunningham's (1984) second god is met by focusing on 
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leam how to engage prior knowledge, summarize, and think through interpretation 



while reading on their own. Paris, Lipson, and Wixson (1994), refer to students who 

demonstrate this as 'self-directed readers' - when students plan, evaluate, and regulate 

their own skills, they develop an enduring interest in reading. Straw (1993) uses the 

title "mature independent reader" to describe a student who creates rneaning through 

intentional participation in a social context where negotiation between text, reader 

and other readers results in that student's understanding of what is read. in addition, 

teachers can increase students' ability to comprehend fiom any text by teaching skills 

and by instnicting in such a way that will meet the needs of students when reading a 

variety of texts beyond literary texts typicaily found in a Iiterature course. For 

example, an instructional emphasis on sentence-level processing, sentence-combining 

and text-level processing by teaching students the structure of ideas or stories and the 

structure of expository texts, can result in the development of what is referred to as 

declarative, procedural, and conditional knowtedge, skiils which most certainly meet 

students' needs in reading (Paris, Lipson, and Wixson, 1994). 

Authentic literacy instruction is another valuable instructional methodology 

that further impacts the modem classroom (Hiebert, 1994) and is a typical transaction 

strategy for instruction. The main difference between an "authentic literacy" 

classroom and a traditional cIassroom is through the shifi fiom a teacher-centered, 

content-based classroom, to one which involves not only writing workshops, but a 

parallel format in reading with extensive reading fiom student-selected books, whole- 

class lessons, and teacher-student conferences surromding topics and assignments 

that are real (authentic!). in other words, students are engaged in real activities such 

as witing real reports based on red interviews, readiig stories written by real 

classrnates, preparing and writing real newspapers d e r  having been through a 

newspaper plant. Beach and Hynds (1989) review research that investigates why 
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with the text when invited to apply autobiographicd experiences, personal problem- 



solving strategies, when they are instructed to be aware of their stance, and when 

students are sensitized to how social and culturai settings influence the2 reading 

comprehension. An authentic ciassroom in a transactionai approach to instruction 

promotes the kind of fieedom in which students can interact and are encouraged to 

thrive in ways that improve their independent abiiity to comprehend what they rad. 

Another element that intluences successfùl comprehension of a text is the 

text's structure - both micro and macrostructure (Kintsch, 1994; Pearson and 

CarnperelI, 1994). Pearson and CamperelI (1994) review previous research which 

demonstrates that passages in which the main ideas are presented high in the 

structure, are more easily understoodhterpreted and aIso remembered for a longer 

period of time than passages where information is organized in a low lever structure. 

Because schema theory plays a strong role in a transaction classroorn, teachers take 

time to allow students the opportunity to recognize and experiment with text 

srructures through interacting with the text and each other. Teachers mode1 for 

students how to figure out what the author's generai k e w o r k  or structure is and 

then allow students to practice discovering it on their own. in addition, research has 

shown that making use of activities like sentence combining, an activity that uses 

scherna and provides students with ample opportunity to compose or restructure 

sentences and meaning on their own, leads to hcreased readmg comprehension when 

students then study a new text (Pearson and CamperelI, 1994; Straw, 1979; MoeUer, 

1983). 

Aithough only a few of the strategies common in a transaction classroom have 

been reviewed, Tiemey and Pearson (1994) suggest that there does not appear to be 

much in the way ofworthwhiIe instructional practices for developing or irnproving 

reading comprehension and response in classrooms today. This is because pedagogy 
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hc t i on  within a transmission mode of instruction, with content as the main focus. 



But schema theory, which began its inroads into the instruction of reading and 

response in the 1940s and 1950s, does make a useful contribution to the instruction of 

comprehension and response in a transaction classroom (Bleich, 1990). 

As has aiready been hinted at, schema theory fits into transactional (and socid 

constructivist) models of teaching reading in the way that meaning making becomes 

more of a student-centered activity. Typically, teachers of reading in a transaction 

class would be aware of strategies for activating or building students' schemas to aid 

in the interpretation of each of the variety of literary texts studied. And because there 

is less of a teacher-centered, content driven style of instruction, students are 

encouraged to recognize their individuai schemas for learning, thinking and reading. 

The subjective nature of schema theory removes the instructor fkom "knowing it all" 

and places students' experience and ways of howing in the forefiont (Bleich, 1980). 

This approach to instructing reading does not simplify the process. The move Erom a 

single prescribed reading of a text in a bruismission classroorn to the more student- 

centered subjective nature of a transaction classroom implies more complexity and 

certainly more trust. 

Part of this complexity is addressed through the work of Vipond and Hunt 

(1984), who suggest that readers leam to adopt a certain stance with regard to the 

text, an expectation of what the text will offer. if the reader's schema is "point- 

driven", a search for the main idea will influence interpretation. if "story-driven", the 

narrative or plot will be of most interest. AppIebee's (1991) research and Anderson's 

(1994) work in both story structure and schema theory demonstrate how students, 

regardIess of whether they are story or point-driven, can predict or know that a story 

is about to end by looking for contextual clues in the reading to make the meaning 

within the story accurate. Making rneaning successfbily in a transaction classroorn 
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reading and such elements as story structure. Students are ais0 informed about 



theories of metacognition, which aid in recogizhg the compiexities of reading 

because the aim in such classrooms is to build independent readers who are capabIe 

of making meaning through their own transactions with a text. 

Social Consûuctivist Theory 

Social constnictivist theory holds that meaning is generated within a social 

context (Fish, 1980). When students come to a text, they come tiom a particular 

community that helps to shape the meaning that students construct as they read, talk 

and write together. This experience is always a social situation, as the meaning of 

any text is always the result of many voices and influences that change Erom 

community to community, thereby affecthg the meaning that the same text will 

generate at different tirnes in difierent places. What sets social constructivist theory 

apart from Rosenblatt's transaction theory is the assertion that meaning is generated, 

not as individuals interacting with a text, but ultixnately as the product of social 

interaction. Another difference between the NO is that social constnictivist theory 

does not support the idea that there is more or less an "accurate" reading of' the text, 

as Rosenblatt (1978) suggests. A new reading is a legitimate reading because 

students work together and with the text to generate a meaning that is "real" to thern 

on a personal leveI at that time (Straw, 1990; Rivard & Straw, 2000). 

Social constructivist cIassroorns tend to be highly interactive pIaces where 

cooperative and collaborative strategies are at work almost al1 the tirne as part of the 

pursuit of meaning. These are noisier classrooms by far, compared to a traditional 

transmission class, because the role of talk in creating and consolidating meaning is 

paramount to the social constnrction of knowkdge (Straw, 1990). Cooperative and 

collaborative leaming strategies are especidly well suited to leaming iiterature 

kw2sS1 t&h W y X E  ;+henheE: ?f th- E@; %=nU LCEt&c& "vE,reY&2~e the 

act of reading" (Straw, 1990. pg, 142). Straw (1990) points out that there are 



nurnerous reasons why a higher level of success and a deeper level of understanding 

of the literature results from such student-centered, noisy interaction. Among these 

reasons are that talk uses higher-level learning and knowledge strategies, that when 

disagreements occur in a group a higher quality and quantity of leamhg takes place, 

tirne on task tends to be higher in collaborative and cooperative work than during 

individual work, students are able to vocalize their thinking and rehearse it more than 

when working alone, immediate feedback in a group is standard behavior, students 

are actively involved in their own learning rather than sitting passively, listening to 

the teacher, metacognition is developed as students take control of their own learning, 

and tinally students l e m  to take responsibility for their own learning as they becorne 

aware of the processes they use while leaming (Straw, 1990). The emphasis through 

each of these observations is that when students work in a clhate of social 

interaction, generating meaning Erom the texts they read, comprehension IeveIs 

increase. 

M. Ruddell's (1994) definition of reading comprehension reinforces Straw's 

(1990) argument that better comprehension is the result of social interaction when she 

states that a part of comprehension is made up of the "social interactions and 

communications" a student is irnrnersed in while reading, which helps to b ~ g  about 

a meaning. This is precisely the idea Stanley Fish maintains regarding meaning 

rnaking. Fish (1980) states that interpretation is "not the art of construing but the art 

of constmcting. interpreters do not decode [texts]; they make them" (p.327). This is 

sirnilar to both Rosenblatt's and Ruddell's definitions of comprehension. Compared 

to Rosenblatt and RuddelI, it is the way in which Fish arrives at his definition of 

interpretation and aiso his idea of meaning being a sociai construct, where he enlarges 

the definition of reading comprehension and response. 
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çuggests that al1 communication always occurs within situations and that to be in a 



situation means that the speaker, writer, and hearer or reader are also in that situation 

which has as its basis a "structure of assumptions, of practices understood to be 

relevant in relation to purposes and gods that are already in place; and it is within the 

assumption of these purposes and go& that any utterance is immediately heard" (p. 

3 18). in other words, because readers are part of a community of readers and because 

they have already been prepared to expect certain purposes by their community, when 

they pick up a book and read a passage, their stance is already beginning to shape 

what will be understood by what they have been taught to expect in a given situation. 

Readers who pick up a math text, later a science fiction novel, and later yet a phone 

directory will have in place a schema to give structure to their reading, and this 

schema has been shaped by their communities. 

Fish (1980) advises the skeptic, who feus subjectivism, that readers are not 

Free to make up or interpret anything they choose, because as a "member of a 

community whose assurnptions about iiterature determine the kind of attention he 

[she] pays and thus the kind of literature he [she] makes" (p. 1 1), and therefore 

meaning will be detemiined by the cornrnunity's standards, which are not relative. 

That means that comprehension is oever in danger of relativity. Even a sentence 

cannot be interpreted in any manner, because it is also always in a context. M e r  ail, 

there is never anything that is not in a situation (Fish, 1980). It will have the meaning 

that has been ''corferred'' on it by the situation in which it is created. While the text 

surrounds each sentence with a "situation" that points the reader in a direction, it is 

then the interpretive communities, "rather than either the text or the reader, that 

produce meanings" (p. 14). And because the strategies used by various comrnunities 

and by their readers exist prior to the act of reading, they determine the shape of what 

is read rather than the text shaping what is understood. Fish (1980) States that to 
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fiom which of a number of possibie community-perspectives reading will proceed. 



Ruddell(L994) would agree that a si@cant influence, critical to understanding the 

text, on reading comprehension and response is the stance a reader takes. 

As Rosenshine and Stevens (1984) point out, research that investigates 

classroom instructionai procedures and their effect on comprehension and response, 

are almost exclusively aimed at elementary classrooms. Very few studies investigate 

the effect of a social constructivist approach to instruction on reading and response. 

However, there are two studies that are quite closely related to this investigation. 

Straw, Craven, Sadoway and Baardman (1993) investigate comprehension of poetry 

in a third grade classroom by comparing traditional instruction in poeûy with 

collaborative leaming. Similar to the present study, traditional teaching is defined as 

teacher-Ied lessons. Straw et. al's collaborative groups interpreted poetry through 

discussion in small groups, sirnilar to one of the current study's treatments, wfiich is 

to have student groups processing what they read through taiking and writing. 

Results in Straw's study did yield an effect for a collaborative student-centered study 

of poetry. Straw's et. al's (1993) study is beneficial to the present study as the rubric 

for evaluating student written response as a measure of comprehension is based on 

and adapted from the grade three study (see appendices). 

Another recent study that closely parallels the current study, is Rivard and 

Straw's (2000) investigation on the effect of talk and talk and writing on Iearning 

science, and is noteworthy for a number of reasons. First of ail, it is authentic - it 

takes place in an actual classroorn of grade eight students with an experienced middle 

years teacher, teaching a regular unit to his students. Second, the RivardStraw study 

addresses the issue of instructionaI approaches that can boost students' knowledge 

over other, less effective approaches to teaching. And haily, while the current study 

investigates leaming in a grade twelve ELA classroom and Rivard and Süaw's (2000) 
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the current study and that of Rivard and Straw (2000) is found though its 



investigation on the effects of '?W and ' Y a k  and write" instruction on grade eight 

students' learning and retention of simple and integrated knowledge about science. 

Rivard and Straw fïnd significant results for talking and writing, over just writing 

with regard to the retention of science knowledge over time. The study h d s  that 

cornparisons between the tdk-and-writing group and groups in which students 

worked individually on similar (this was the writing-only group) or related 

descriptive tasks (hnctioned as the control group) are important as the talk and tvrite 

group outperformed the other groups on each of three knowledge measures which are 

identified as simple, integrated, and total knowledge (Rivard & Straw, 3000). One of 

the conclusions trom this study is that writing and talking, when carried out together 

in groups, aids students in performing above the level of students who just talk, just 

write, or work independently. 

Straw's (1990) and Rivard and Straw's (2000) studies show that when 

children talk and talk and write together in cooperative and collaborative groups their 

comprehension and knowledge increases dramatically. Classrooms where students 

engage in real learning where students' own ideas and work are at stake are often 

referred to as authentic ~Iassroorns. A social constructivist approach to instruction is 

particularly well suited to authentic literacy strategies for learning comprehension and 

response. Authentic literacy clasmoms devote time to talk before, during, and d e r  

reading or writing; sometimes spontaneously as students work together, at other tirnes 

through structured tasks organized by the tacher, just as is done in work and living 

situations outside of school. These ideas for instruction are supported by Squire's 

(1994) list of instructionaI practices, based on research in reader response, 

particularly one which states, "the ways in which we teach iiterature wiU permanently 

affect our students' responses" (p. 645). He wrïtes, "ifwe use iiterature only to teach 
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experience of literature" (p. 645), sornething that does infiuence a reader's 



comprehension. What characterizes a social constnictivist classroom in an authentic 

literacy lesson is not learning about what happens somewhere else, but actually really 

doing the activity together, that leads to a more complete understanding. 

Brown, Palincsar, and Ambruster (1994) support the idea of 'authentic 

literacy classrooms' in a number of ways, as demonstrated through a series of three 

studies conducted in seventh grade classrooms. For example, simply modeling how 

to figure out the meaning of a passage will encourage active reading by students. 

Teachers do this by "demonstrating their own curiosity, posing questions, reasoning, 

predicting, and venfying inferences and conclusions" aloud in the classroom (p. 761). 

But the main goal in this behavior is not to convey the content of a particular domain. 

instead, the modeling teaches students to think scientifically, to make predictions, to 

question and evaluate (Singer, 1994) as they work collaboratively generating meaning 

fiom the texts they read. To strengthen a student's expenence and ability to 

comprehend, an authentic classroom will provide opportunities for a student to make 

his/her theorïes explicit and then provide opportunities to defead them to others in the 

classroom through a variety of forums. This process always involves the students 

talking and writing toward developing an understanding of the text. 

Other important research that supports the social constnictivist approach to 

instruction rerninds us that comprehension has many aspects, particuIarly 

metacognitive and cognitive skills. When students engage in oral interaction with 

each other there is no tirne to "tune out" as there is when a teacher is busy lechring. 

This is where Vygotsky's zone of proximal development becomes M y  kctional, 

when the instnictor steps aside and students begin to take responsiiility for their own 

reading comprehension and response (Hu-pei Au & Kawakami, 1984). 

Both transactional and social constmctivist theory support the importance of 
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of and build background knowledge prior to reading, and that background knowledge 

should be activated in order to help students focus their attention on important aspects 

of the text. As has been mentioned, drawing on or using "real life" experiences rather 

than vicarious experiences further enhances learning. Other strategies that assist 

student comprehension and response are found in activities that guide the reader 

through text-related interactions during reading by inducing imagery (Sadoski & 

Paivir?, 1994), using self-questioning, practicing oral reading and employing study- 

guides, Post reading activities in both transactional and social constructivist 

classrooms which are typicaily employed by teachers include questions with feedback 

through individual, group and whole class discussions, as well as student-generated 

questions. 

The learning environment has a powerful influence on students' motivation to 

engage in learning (Marshall, 1992). It influences not only a reader's decision to 

engage with a text but also the ways in which the text is engaged (Ruddell & Unrau, 

1994). in a search for the optimum conditions that contribute to learning in an ELA 

classroom, Brown (1984) and her colleagues identify several factors: meaninml 

demonstrations of language in action, development of learner responsibility for 

independence and self-direction. These elements characterize social constructivist 

classrooms, in which students are developed into mature readers and independent 

thinkers. However, Stanley Fish (1980) would add to this list the "authonty of the 

classroom cornmunity", by which he suggests that meaning that is constructed as 

students and teachers interact in the classroom cooperatively and coilaboratively is 

the only meaning that counts when reading a text. 



move toward the next step - methodology - the way instruction wiil play out in the 

classroom. The process of any artistic creation, whether written, interpretive in 

nature, or visual has long been considered an area off limits to scientific inquky due 

mainly to a believed inaccessibiiity. So even though the complexity of the process of 

reading is largely hidden from our view, or "substrata" (Singer, 1994), reading 

researchers have conducted, with growing ski11 and knowledge, a variety of 

experimentd studies through which it is hoped tight will be shed on at least sorne of 

those unseen processes. This study does not intend to bring about a demystification 

of the process of reading comprehension, for that could never be done; however, by 

obtaining even small glimpses into the process of meaning making in reading 

comprehension through the study of instructional methodology, the significance of 

the creative power that rests within the minds of thinking, creating readers and 

teachers of reading will be reinforced. 



CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY 

Research Questions 

The following questions directed the study: 

1s writing alone or writing paired with talking superior to traditional teacher-led 

instruction in improving reading comprehension and response as measured by a 

three-part test which combined a multiple-choice item section, a short answer 

section, and a written response? 

Does the order of presentation (the three insû-uctional approaches) affect student 

performance in reading comprehension and response? 

Which instructional approach (presentation) do students most enjoy; and which of 

the instructional approaches do students feel most benefit their reading 

comprehension and response to iiteratue? 

Based on the results of other studies in response to teaching methodology at 

the high school level, it is hypothesized that student-centered tallc and writing (a 

social constructivist classroom) reçuIts in a significantly superior level of reading 

comprehension performance, compared to traditional teacher-centered approaches to 

teaching reading. It is further hypothesized that the reading comprehension 

performance of those in the student-centered talk and witing approach wouId exceed 

that of students in the writing done condition. 

The purpose of this study is to compare the effectiveness of three different 

teaching methodologies in a senior four classroom on the reading comprehension of 



secondary students. It is the intent of this study to compare a traditional approach to 

instruction to approaches that emphasize writing, and tallcing and writing in an 

attempt to discover whether any one or a11 of these instructional approaches improves 

reading comprehension and response. 

Subjects 

The subjects in this study will be voluntary participants from two 40s Core 

(grade 12 rnainstream) ELA cIasses at a rural collegiate with a population of 260 

students between grade seven and twelve. A total of thirty (30) grade twelve students 

agreed to participate in the study, which translates into a total of thirty sets of data 

recorded through three sets of unit reading comprehension and response tests. These 

students Vary in age from 16 to 18 and the classes are entirely heterogeneously mixed. 

There are twelve females and eighteen males in total, with two classes of thirteen and 

seventeen students respectiveIy. Each ciass has students who perform well above 

average academically, students who perfom at average levels, and those who 

struggle to do well. Although predominantly from consewative, middle class homes, 

students represent a va.riety of ethnic as wel1 as a wide array of economic, educational 

and religious backgrounds, reflecting the nature of one of the nearest large city's 

"bedroom" communities. 

Ins tmentation 

Three reading comprehension tests made up of 20 multipleçhoice questions 

and 10 short answer questions, as welI as a single expository essay question, were 

used to measure readig comprehension and response at the end of each of the three 

thematic units of teaching. A ratio of two to one explicit to Mpiicit questions made 

An essay question that required a written response to reading selections that 



represented both narrative and informative texts constitutes the final measure. Two 

separate classes were taught each thematic unit in the style of two different 

methodologies, both of which took the identical test. After each unit had been 

completed, four randomly selected students (two from each group) completed a series 

of five researcher-designed questions for interviews. (Copies of al1 instrumentation 

materiais is found in the appendices.) 

S tudent Written Resuonse Evaluation Rubric 

An evaluative mbric based on Straw's (1993) study conducted with primary 

students reading poetry, was used to evaluate the level of comprehension in the 

expository essays. This rubric is outlined as follows: 3 = interpretive response, 2 = 

inferential response, 1 = retelling, O = no response or nonsense answer. Definitions of 

the terrns that made up the four levels of the rubric, accornpanied by a response which 

would be typical for that definition, are bonowed directly fiom Straw's (p. 113-1 14) 

study, but adapted to essay writing at the secondary level. 

intemetive (3). Responses are considered to be interpretive if they show 

insights into a theme Çom the texts studied throughout the unit (including poetry, 

short stories, novel, magazine articles, movies). The following examplar contains an 

interprrletive response that would ment three points. The death of Simon in Lord of 

the FIies shows a breakdown of rules and respect, as well as the fear that had taken 

hofd of tfie boys; this afmost rituafistic death is the resuft of the boys'fear of the 

beast, and represented a ritrral Ming of the beast; institutions which hold 

superstitions and savagery in check are in fact hefpfil to sociey; because t h q  

protect tufrom wild, gang-like actions which restiftfiomjèar in the shadow of 

anarchy . 
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conclusions based on parts of the texts studied, but do not make an interpretive 



staternent about an overall meaning or theme. The foilowing exemplar would score a 

two. The death of Simon was due to a breakdown of rules, so Simon was killed out of 

fear; Simon was killed by the rest of the boys because they thought he was the beast. 

Retellinrr (1). Responses are considered to be retelling if they simply relate 

the events of a portion of text. This next exemplar would score a one. Simon ran 

dotvn the beach totvard the dancing boys; they saw him and began to beat him to 

death because it was dark and stormy; Simon was about to tell them that the beast on 

the molintain was jicst a parachutist. 

Nonsense (01. Responses that indicate little or no understanding of the 

content or the events of the Iiterature selection studied were considered to be 

nonsense. An ansver like this - or rather, no answer - would score a O. 

Order of the S tudy/Procedures 

Students were invited to participate in the study after a brief oral explanation 

by me, the classroom teacher. A parental consent iorm was sent home to each student 

who volunteered. This consent form was completed by parentdguardians who wished 

their child's results to be used in the study. AI1 students, regardless of whether they 

participated or not, received the designed instruction units as they met the standards 

and required general outcomes of the Manitoba Senior 4 Curriculum. The order of 

the thematic units and the teaching methods employed are illustrated in the diagram 

which folIows: 

Themes: 1 LNature" 1 "Stand up for what you Beiieve" 1 "Death" 

p.m. classl iransmirsion 1 wiring 1 talkïng and wnling 

am. class writing talking and writing transmission 



The instructional period for each unit was three weeks in duration. Each class 

received their thematic unit deiivered &y the prescribed methodology, the order being 

contrdled between the two experimental treatments (complete methodology outlines 

and lesson plans are appended). At the completion of the unit of study, students in 

both classes wrote the same evaluative instrument (tests). Students always/only 

identified themselves by using a number randomly assigned to them for each test. In 

other words, al1 subjects' names were masked so that no marker bias could occur. 

Copies were made of each completed test and were sent to two trained, "blind" 

markers. The markers had no way of knowing which student was connected to which 

number as neither marker was kom the school or the comrnunity where the study was 

being conducted. Tests were marked according to the multiple choice answer keys 

and the short answer key. The essay question was evaluated according to the rubric 

described and explained in the instrumentation section, earlier. Students received a 

copy of their results fiom the test as soon as was possible following each 

administration. The markers ais0 had no idea which instructional approach was used 

in generating the responses, as the instructional approaches were interspersed with 

one another (see diagram on previous page). 

At the conclusion ofthe finai unit of instruction, four randomly selected 

students (two fiom the group one; two From group two) were interviewed regarding 

the instructional approaches used in the study and their responses to them. These 

inte&ews provide slight but informative qualitative data with which to add insight 

and context to the quantitative data gathered fiom the administration of the tests, in an 

effort to provide a more complete picture of events. 

(presentationklass) Analysis of Variance with repeated measures. The three levels of 

50 



treatment (the repeated mesure) were traditionai (transmission), writing 

(transactional), and talk and writing (social construction). The two levels of 

presentationklass were: (1) writing ht, then taik and writing, then traditional; and 

(2) traditionai, then writing, then ta& and writing. When significance was found, 

pair-wise post hoc (LSD t - test) tests of significance were carried out on the repeated 

mesure to identify where differences lay. The significance level was set at alpha = 

.OS. Effect sizes (g) were then calculated comparing each of the "experirnentai" 

interventions with the traditionaYtransmission condition. The data analysis sought to 

explain what effect, if any, each separate teaching approach had on the students' 

ability to comprehend and respond to reading. By comparing the results between 

each of the teaching approaches, conclusions were drawn regarding the value ofeach 

method for the purpose of improving reading comprehension and response. 



CHAPTER FOUR: RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

Restatement of Purpose 

The prirnary purpose of this study was to compare the effect ofthree separate 

teaching approaches on reading compreheasion and response. Specifically, this study 

investigated the effectiveness of three genenl approaches to instruction which I have 

titled (1) transmission or traditional (teacher-centered), (2) transactional (student- 

centered tvriting), and (3) social constructivist (group and teacher talking and 

writing). Using literary texts in a "reai" classroom instructional setting, this study 

attempted to identify any differences in student performance among the three 

instructional deliveries, and determine which one, if any, was the best approach to use 

in aiding students to comprehend what they read in the classroom. 

The transmission instructional approach involved a traditional teacher- 

centered approach to teaching literary texts. In this model, there were specific 

teaching strategies to address vocabulary deveiopment as well as question and answer 

sessions to reinforce comprehension of content. The second instructionai approach, 

the transactionai approach, incorporated extensive writing in a variety of fonns. 

Students had a fair level of input regardhg the ideas and issues about which they 

wrote as well as oppominities to respond to each other's writing in written form. The 

third approach combined talking with writing and is referred to as the social 

constructivist instructional approach, This approach gave students maximum input 



into their studies and meaning making. By directing their learning around the textual 

material provided, they had conûul over discussions and the direction of the writing 

that they employed to express theu Iearning (see Chapter One or Appendix A for a 

detailed description of each instructiona1 approach). 

Through these goals, then, it was ultimately the aim of this study to determine 

which of the three instructional approaches led to significant levels of performance in 

reading comprehension and response for senior four (grade 12) students, i den t iwg  

differences in instructional effectiveness through comparing student performance in 

reading comprehension and response measures adrninistered following each of the 

three units of study. This research hoped to readily identify implications for 

instruction that teachers could Unpiement in their classrooms in order to irnprove 

reading comprehension and response to riterature. 

AnaIysis of Results By Question 

Question One 

By comparing the effectiveness of three instructional approaches to teaching 

literary reading, the fint research question raised was whether writing alone or 

writing paired with talking is superior to traditional teacher-led insûvction in 

improving reading comprehension and response as rneasured by a three-part test 

which combined a multiple-choice item section, a short answer section, and a written 

response. 

There were three sets of data gathered to support or reject the hypothesis: (1) 

multiple-choice tests responses; (2) short m e r  test responses; (3) essay responses 

to a reading selection. There were two groups of students within these conditions. 

Each of the three measures will be examined separately by presenting the results 6.om 

t& il-?& =-I& & k n  ~~UCWPA by y c-YIyUfin ~ f t k  rcs~dk- 



Results of The Multiple-choice Responses 

According to the means and standard deviations for multiple-choice, the 

traditional transmission instructionai approach provided slightiy better results, 

although the difference among the three conditions was not statistically significant 

(see Table 1 for results). Students performed at a mean of 16.27 (SD = 3.35) out of a 

possible 20 when instructed by the use of the transmission model. Under a 

transactional instructional approach, the mean for multiple-choice items was 15.77 

(SD = 1.77). A mean of 15.23 was obtained by the students in the social 

constnictivist approach with a standard deviation of 2.03, 

Performance by Group 

Group one and p u p  two responded differently to the instructional conditions 

for multiple-choice (see Table 1 for results). In the transmission mode1 of instniction 

group two outperf'ormed group one by an average of 1-42 (group two mean = 16.88; 

group one mean = 15.46). in the transactional model of instruction there was a 

reversal with group one outperforming group two by an average of 1.09 (group one 

mean = 16.38; group two mean = 15.29). In the social constructivist approach group 

two once again outperformed group one by an average of .37 (group two mean = 

15.94; group one mean = 14.31). The transactional instructional approach produced 

an effect size of g = -.15. This suggests that the average transactional student was 

performing at the 44' percentile. Findings for the social constructivist treaûnent 

showed students perforrning at the 37" percentile Ievel (g = -.3 l), compared to the 

transmission unit of instruction. 



Table 1. MEANS and STANDARD DEVTATIONS For MUZTIPLE-CHOICE 

MULTIPLE-CHOICE N X S D  Effect % île 
Size (g) rank 

Traditional (Transmission) 30 16.27 3.35 
Group One 13 15.46 3.36 

Group Two 17 16.88 3.31 

Writing (TransactionaI) 

Group One 
Group Two 

Taiking & Writing (Social Construction) 30 15-23 2.03 -.3 1 37 

Group One 13 14.32 1.25 -.58 78 

Group Two 17 15.94 2.25 -.O9 46 

When using multiple-choice as an evaluative rneasure for reading 

cornprehension the instructional approach made no significant difference (Ftlw, = 

8.44, p = .162). 'fhere was also no significance found in exarnining group 

(presentation) i, = .304). However, when examining the condition by group 

interaction, a significant difference was revealed @ = .029), (See TabIe 2 and Figure 

TabIe 2. ANOVA for MULTIPLE-CHOICE 
1 Source dff Mean Square F Sig. 

Condition 2 8.44 1.88 .162 
Group (Presentation) I 9 -47 1 .O97 -304 
Condition X Group 2 16.909 3.765 .O29 
Error 56 4.49 1 

Exu Ianation 
It is possible that the Hawthorne effect influenced the performance of both 

groups, as they obtained their highest meam for multiple-choice in their k t  unit 

tests of the study (see Figure 1). Group one began the project under the hansachona1 



Figure 1 

Group Means for Multiple Choice 

Transmission Transaclional S W  
cmstnidlon 

Condition 

mode1 of instruction while group two began under the transmission approach to 

instruction. Means indicate, however, that the transmission mode1 had the best 

response to developing reading comprehension and response when measuring reading 

comprehension and response with a multiple-choice evaluative instniment. This 

resutt may be because the transmission mode1 taught directly to the test instrument 

through prescribed instruction and directed assignrnents such as vocabuIary and 

def i t ion  iists, teacher-centered questions and through answer responses to readings. 

in each of these instructional activities students were engaged in matends that were 

later repticated for test purposes. A multiple-choice test provided a sirniIar prescribed 

structure and d e f i t e  m e r  dtematives for students who had been instructed within 

a fairly rigid approach to the unit of study. There was thus an extremely "'good fit" 

between the teaching approach and the evaluative procedure. 



Students in the wrïting and taiking (social constmction) and writing conditions 

(transactional), on the other hand, did not perform as well on the multiple-choice 

portion of the test. Britton (1982), as cited by Rivard and Straw (2000), holds that 

talk does indeed improve leaming through the sharing of knowledge and through the 

process of defining meaning through oral interaction. This condition, however, had 

very Little opportunity in the transmission approach to instruction and therefore did 

not appear to affect the current study; at least it was not in multiple-choice testing. 

But why? A possible answer may be found in the condition by group interaction (p = 

.039), which will be eiaborated on shortly. 

Figure 2. Presentation Schedule for Morning and Afternoon Groups. 

Compared to group one, which averaged 15.46, (transmission approach), 

group two averaged 16.88 in the same condition. 

Results of Short Anwer Responses 

Iust as the multiple-choice section of the tests, the short answer portion of the 

tests also consisted of20 marks worth of questions. The transmission (X = 14) 

approach to instruction resulted in a mean score just slightly higher than those for 

transactional (X = 13.68) and social construction (X = 13.78) (See Table 2.). Again, 

these differences were not statistically significant. Students performed at a mean of 

14 out of a possible 20 when instructed in the transmission approach (SD = 2.92). 

But the difference was slight between the three approaches, as the mean for students 

Croup 1 (AM) 

Croup 2 (PM) 

Unit 1, 
"Nature " 

Writing 

Transmission 

Unit 2, 
"Stand up" 

Talk & Wriring 

Wnting 

Unit 3, 
"Deatli " 

Transniission 

Ta1k & Wriring 



Performance bv G m u ~  

The most interesting results were found when comparing the performance 

pattern of the two groups by instructional condition for short a m e r  responses. in 

the transmission model of instruction, group one outperformed group two by an 

average of -67 (group one mean = 14.38 with a standard deviation of 2.27; group two 

mean = 13.71 with a standard deviation of 3.37). Yet, in the transactional model of 

instruction there was a reversal with p u p  two significantly outperforming group one 

by an average of 2.3 (group one mean = 12.38 (SD = 3.18); group two mean = 14.68 

(SD = 2.57)). In the social constnrctivist approach, group two once again 

outperformed group one by an average of 2-33 (group one mean = 12.46; group two 

mean = 14.79). 

The effect size for the transactional instructional approach (writing) was g = - 
. I  1. While the mean effect size for the two groups in the transactional model of 

instruction showed students performing at the 4oh percentile, it is worth pointing out 

that goup two petfonned at the 5gh percentile (g = .23) in the transactional 

instnictional model. Consistent with this pattern, resuIts fiom the social constructivist 

instructional approach showed students perfomitng at the 47' percentile, yet group 

two students performed at the 61'' percentile (g = .27) as compared to the group one 

students, who performed at the 20' percentile. (See Table 3 for a display of data 

describing results for the short m e r  tests.) 

When using short m e r  questions as an evaluative measure for reading 

comprehension and response, the instructionai approach made no significant difference 

(F(25656) = 2.203,~ = .668). Once again the groups responded quite differently. While 

there was aiso no main effect found in examining group by presentation @ = .150), 

results of the condition by group interaction reveded a significant difference (p = .023). 

(See Table 3 and Figure 3.). 



there was aIso no main effect found in examining group by presentation (p = .HO), 

results of the condition by group interaction reveaIed a significant difference (p = .023). 

Table 3. MEANS and STANDARD DEVLATIONS for SHORT ANSWER 

SHORT AVSWER N X S/D Effect % ile 
Size (g) rank 

Traditional (Transmission) 30 14 2.92 

Group One 

Group Two 

Writing (Transactional) 

Group One 

Group Two 

Talking & Writing (Social Construction) 30 13.78 3.54 -.O8 47 

Group One 13 12.46 3.31 -.53 30 

Group Two 17 14.79 3.46 2 7  6 1 

Table 4. ANOVA for SHORT ANSWER 
r 
1 

Condition 2 2.203 0.406 -668 

I I 
Explanation 

Group (Presentation) 
Condition X Group 

Error 

Overall, the transmission mode1 of instruction resulted in stightly better results in 

1 38.229 2.186 -150 

2 21.97 4.052 .O23 

56 5.422 

reading comprehension and response in the shoa m e r  sections of the tests that 

were used for this study. However, as is shown in Figure 3, group one performed 

best in the transmission model, then fell by an average of two full marks in the 

transactional approach, and then came up slightly in the social constnictivist 

instructional approach, as opposed to group two. Group two performed in a 

consistent and what would appear to be a Iogical pattern. Their mean performance 



Figure 3 
--a-- - - - - - - - - - - 

Group Means for Short Answer 

Construction . . ., . . Group Two 

was lowest in the transmission mode1 (13.71) where two or three students consistently 

scored poorly. This was the first instructional approach group two was exposed to, afier 

which their mean performance increased to 14.68 in the transactional instructional mode 

(their second insûuctionai approach), d e r  which it increased again in the social 

consûuctivist approach to instruction to 14.79, this their final unit of study. It appears 

that a few students may benefit more Fiom a transmission approach while the majoriy 

of students obtained more success in either the transactiona1 or the social constructivist 

approach to instruction. 

Results of Written Response To Literature 

The final area of concem was response to iiterahire, measured by expository 

essays of a~~rox imate f~  - - 300 to 600 words. After complethg the first two sections of 

the unit tests (multiple-choice and short answer), students were asked to compose a 



brief essay based on ai i  of the readings they were exposed to during the duration of 

the unit of study. Students were given up to 80 minutes to complete the test and 

typically took the final 30 to 50 minutes to compose the essay. Depending on the 

theme of the unit, a different prompt was given: (1) "nature" - Is it necessary for 

hrrmanity to conquer natztre in order to survive? In an expository essay answer the 

question with a minimum of 300 wordr; (2) "standing up for your beliefs" - Write an 

apository essay in which you comment on the difference that people make when they 

stand icp for what they believe. Wi-ite a minimum of 300 wordr; (3) "death" - Is there 

mer a right rime or place to die? Respond to this question with a minimum 300-word 

erpositoty essay (see Figure 2 for thematic timeline). 

Each essay was leveled on a scale that ranged from O to 3 (see Chapter 3 for 

rubric and scoring description) for the level of reading response (an expression of 

understandingkomprehending the readings}. According to the means and standard 

deviations for the content rubric, the sociai constructivist approach provided 

statistically significant results. The best resuIts on reading response as measured by 

the content rubric, were found in this condition. As shown in Table 5, students in this 

condition performed at a mean of 2.57 out of a possible 3 (SD = S0) when instnicted 

by this approach. Under a transactional instructiond approach, students' performance 

dropped to a mean of 1-23 (SD = -68). A mean of 1.93 with a standard deviation of 

.58 was achieved under the transmission approach to instruction. 

Performance by Group 

In the social constnictivist approach to instruction (tak and writing) group 

two outperformed group one by an average of .33 (group one mean = 2.38 (SD = SI) ;  

group two mean = 2.71 (SD = -47)). in the transactionai unit (writing) the two groups 

achieved aimost the identical scores, with a diffaence of only .O1 in their mean 

("~p "'32 = 2-23 (Sn = -7%; gpup w me= = 2.24 (.Cn = fi?). !n 

the transmission instructional approach (traditiond) the two groups performed 



differently, with group one achieving a mean score of 1.62, compared to the group 

two mean of 2.18, 

The effect size for the social constructivist instructional approach was g = 

1.10. This suggests that the average student perfonned at the 86th percentile 

compared to their performance in the transmission approach. Group one performed at 

the 78th percentile when instmcted in the social constructivist approach (g = .78), 

while group two showed a remarkable improvement, pedorming at the 91st percentile 

(g = 1.34), each compared to the transmission approach to teaching. The 

transactional instructional approach also showed significant irnprovement over the 

traditional transmission instructional approach. The average student perfomed at the 

70th percentile (g = 52)  compared to performance in the transmission unit. Group 

one and group two achieved effect sizes of g = .52, and g = -53, respectively. (See 

Table 5 for a cornplete presentation of data.) 

Table 5. MEANS and STANDARD DEVIATIONS for RESPONSE TO 
LITERATURE 

RESPONSE N X SD Effect % ile 
Size (g) rank 

Traditional (Transmission) 30 1.93 .58 

Group One 13 1.62 .51 

Group Two 17 2.18 .53 

Writing (Transactional) 30 2.23 .68 .52 70 
Group One 13 2.23 .73 -52 70 
Group Two 17 2.24 .66 .53 70 

Talking & Writing 30 2.57 .50 1.10 86 
(Social Construction) 

Group One 13 2.38 .51 -78 78 

Group Two 17 2.71 -47 1.34 91 



The social constmctivist instructional approach produced the most significant 

results (F(ZJ6) = 3.107, p = .000) when evaiuating essays using a written response to 

reading evaluative rubric. White the other two instructional approaches did not 

produce sigificant results for the conditions (p = .162 for multiple-choice; p = .668 

for short answer), the sociai constructivist approach did @ = .000). Again, the resuits 

for group presentation were not significant, aithough they were in the expected 

direction (p = .071), whereas in both previous measures the condition by group 

interaction was significant. This time it merely came close (p = ,080). (See Table 6 

and Figure 4 for data summary.) 

Figure 4 

Group Means for Response to Literature 

Table 6. ANOVA for RESPONSE TO LITERATURE 
Source 

Condition 

Group (Presentation) 

Condition X Group 

Error 

d/f Mean Square F Sig. 

2 3. 107 14.307 .O00 

1 1.931 3.521 .O7 1 

2 6.574 2.643 .O80 

5 6 0.217 



The social constructivist approach to instruction clearly resulted in the more 

significant achievement (p = .000) and improvement for students' reading 

comprehension as measured by student response to writing. Group one, while 

slightly behind group two in mean scores in each of the instructional approaches, stilI 

demonstrated the sarne leaming pattern. Group one averaged 1.62 in the transmission 

approach, then rose to 2.23 for transactionai (witing), and eventually obtained a 

mean of 2.38 in the social constructivist approach to teaching. This improvement in 

achievement is especially noteworthy because group one began the study in the 

transactional unit, then proceeded to the social constructivist instruction unit and 

finally completed the study in the transmission unit. It could be logically assumed 

that, given the order of instructionai approaches, having built on the learning through 

writing and talking and writing, group one would then perform best in their final unit 

of study, the transmission unit. However, this was not the case. hstead, group one 

averaged its lowest mean (1.62) in the lransmission instructional approach, then 

improved to their second best result (2.23) in the transactiona1 (writing) approach, and 

did their best, slightly below average of group two (2.71), by achieving a mean of 

2.38 in the social constnictivist condition. 

The pattern cIearly shows steady improvement fiom a Ieast effective approach 

of instruction (see Figure 4), the typical traditional classroom instructionai approach 

involving teacher-centered instruction, to a more "student- fiendiy" instructional 

approach in the transactional method, to the most successfùl learning occurring in a 

social constructivist cIassroom. What bears consideration is that despite group one 



being a weaker group of students compared to group two (see Figure 4), their 

comprehension achievement functioned at the 70th percentile in the transactional unit 

of study, and then climbed to the 78th percentile during the social constructivist unit 

of study, These results should speak loudly to teachers when students average 28 

percent above the mean of the comparison group (transmission). lf the average 

student can irnprove hisher comprehension skills by 28 percent, or even 30 percent 

simply by having the teacher shifi the style of instruction, then the question for 

teachers of reading is not "when will teachers finally see the need for a change to the 

most effective approach to instructioni*, but ' k h y  it is not happening right now?" 

(See Table 5 and Figure 5.) 

Group two showed the same pattern as group one in its performance within 

the social constmctivist unit of study (See Figure 6). Under the transmission 

instructional approach, group two averaged 2.18. They then increased their 

performance to a mean of 2.24 in the transactionai approach (writing) and eventudly 

completed the study with an average of 2-71 out of a possible 3 in the social 

constructivist approach to reading instruction. in other words, as  Figure 4 and 5 

indicate, group two steadily improved theù performance in reading comprehension 

and response as measured by their responses to reading. Group two performed with 

an effect size o f g  = .53, which places them at the 70' percentile when studying under 

the transactionai instructionai approach. Under the social constructivist approach, 

group two students improved their performance to the 91'' percentile (g = 1.34), 

compared to group one, who performed at the 78' percentiIe. Again, if the average 



student can improve hislher reading comprehension performance by 41 percent, as 

demonstrated by group two, teachers should take note. 

The instructional approach that fostered the skilIs necessary to demonstrate 

the deepest level of thinking and greatest matunty of ideas (comprehension or 

meaning-making) when students wrote, was evaiuated by a written response 

evaluative tool (written response nibric - see chapter 3). Barnes (1995) States that 

taiking or discussion helps to define, ciarify and redefine issues. As students 

tunction in a social constructivist cIassroom, they are naturally involved in a 

continuous discussion of content where each student's ideas are spoken, explained, 

defended or expanded through hrther discussion, and ultimately the group cornes to 

an agreement (for the time being) of what a text might mean. This rigorous process 

of meaning making is precisely the backbone needed for students to prepare for and 

then write an essay that demonstrates their thought development and understanding, 

through deep levels of engagement. 

While the transactional classroom might be seen as a process that should 

have developed high levels of response due to the amount of writing that occurred, it 

must be remembered that group one and two students only responded to each others' 

writing in written form. Due to this strategy, without the advantage of taik and its 

immediate and innovative recursive nature, students were left with having to think 

through another piece of writing on their own, instead of discussing nuances or 

instead of orally expanding on arguments through engaging in multiple points of 

view that could have enhanced thinking and ultimately the quaiity of their writing,. 



Figure 6 illustrates that when both group one and goup two means were 

combined for the response to literature, performance reached increasingly 

Figure 6 
Overall Main Effect of Response to Literature 

Transmission Transadinal Soda[ 
Construdion 

Condition 

higher levels of sophistication as students moved from a transmission to 

transactional (then) to social construction instructional approaches. In the 

transmission classroorn where development of thought through witing, and 

especially through tdking and writing was not encouraged, to a classroom where 

writing was encouraged, and finally, in a social constmctivist instructionai approach, 

where students were encouraged not only to taik about their thinking and defend or 

develop it, but asked further to write thoroughiy about their thinking, it is clear that 

. the highest level of thought was expressed. 

Question Two 

The second question this attempts to answer is whether the order of 



The second question rhis study attempts to m e r  is whether the order of 

preseatation (the three instructional approaches) affects student performance in 

reading comprehension and response? Figure 7 shows the order of presentation for 

both groups. 50th groups studied the identical theme at the same time. However, 

while group one began the "nature" theme in a transactional mode1 of insûuction, 

group two covered the same theme in the traditional transmission approach to 

instruction. Group one studied the "stand up for what you believe" theme in the 

social constructivist mode1 while group two moved to a transactional approach for 

this same unit. The final theme studied by the students was entitled "death", and 

group one was instnicted using the transmission mode1 of instruction while proup two 

finished the study in the social constructivist approach to instruction. Both groups 

took the identical unit test afier each thematic unit was completed, but neither group 

was awre of which instructional mode1 was used to instnict the classes. 

Figure 7. Preseutatiou Schedule for Morning and Afternoon Groups. 

Group 1 (AM) 1 Writing 1 Taik & Writing 1 Transmission 1 

Unit 1, Unit 2, Unit 3, 
"Nature" 

Results of The Multiple-choice Responses 

Group 2 (PM) Transmission I 
in total, îhree unit tests, each with three sections (multiple-choice, short 

m e r ,  response essay), combined for nine test rneasurements. Group two appeared 

stronger, as they outperformed group one in seven out of nine test rneasurements. 

Because group two tended aiways to score better than group one, regardless of the 

condition. îhey appeared . . to be a stronger . group . academicdly. The only exception to 

theh consistent performance ahead of group one was found in the multiple-choice 

"Stand up" 

Wiiting 1 ~ a / k  & Writing 1 
"Deaflr " 



instruction. neither of which appeared to teach to skills that showed well on a 

prescribed test activity such as multiple-choice. Group one, aithough they cornpieted 

their final unit in the transmission model, achieved their highest mean score (1 5.46) 

in the transactional model of instruction and not in the transmission instructional 

model. Just as was demonstrated by group two, this score was nached during the 

opening unit within the study for group one, under the transactional instructional 

approach, and their results could be attributed to an excitement-factor (Hawthorne 

effect). As new volunteers in an "actual research study", students may have been 

functioning under a heightened sense of awareness and excitement - "we're part of a 

study!" - which motivated or aided them in attaining a mean of 16.38, cornpared to 

the mean score for group two (15.29), while in the transactional instructional unit. 

Whether the multiple-choice results are due to transmission instruction 

providing direct instruction to the test for group two (and the same for group one in 

the transactional mode), or a heightened sense of excitement by the students, it is 

clear that the groups were different. They behaved inversely, as is shown on the 

group by condition interaction graph (Figure 2). This difference in response may not 

be too difficult to understand, as was mentioned earlier, when noting that group two 

simply outperformed group one the majority of the tirne. It is also clear that group 

two responded differently to the varied instructional approaches, again indicating that 

they were a stronger group, overall. 

Results of Short Answer Responses 

Again, the two groups certainly appeared quite different in ability and in their 

responses to the various instructionai approaches ( p  = -023) (see TabIe 3 and Figure 3). 

Group one, for example, responded well to the short answer in the traditional approach 

to instruction, while group two responded more successfbtly (ahost  equdly) to the 



transactional approach (writing) and to the social constructivist approach (talking and 

writing). Group one began the study in the transactional instructional approach 

(writing)(mean of 12-38), and then progressed to the social constructivist approach 

where their mean score for short answer was 12.46, slightly higher than the previous 

unit. Having had the benefit of two studeat-centered approaches to leaming with a high 

degree of engagement in the text, including discussion amongst students and teacher, 

group one went on to their final unit ofstudy in the transmission mode1 of instruction. 

As a result of directed instruction and prescribed meanings of interpretations on the 

texts involved, and also because of the benefit of two previous units of study in which 

they wrote short answer tests, students IikeIy achieved their highest score in the third 

and final test due to experience and due to the accurnulated study benefits of the entire 

study. 

Group two, on the other hand, achieved an average score below group one in 

its Grst experience with short answer questions on the first unit test (mean score of 

13.7 1 out of a possible 20). As was mentioned, group one completed the nine-week 

study in the transmission mode and finished with an average score of 14.38. The 

comparison breaks down after this as group two then moved into the transactional 

approach to instruction (writing), where the group's average achievement increased to 

14.68 (aimost a full mark higher than the Lirst unit). One could coaclude that the 

amount of writing students did in the transactionai approach accounted for this 

increase. Group two improved on its performance again in their Linal unit of study, in 

the social constructivist approach to instruction, where they average 14.79, slightly 

higher - than before. Compared to g rog  one, wfiich averaged 12.38 in the 



transactional unit and 12.46 in the social constnrctivist unit, group two did much 

better (see Figure 3). Clearly, based on student performance throughout the three 

units of the study, group two appears to be a stronger group. The pattern established 

by group two, starting with their lowest achievement average in the transmission 

mode, then improving in the transactional approach, and again improving in the social 

constructivist approach to instruction suggests that they were a stronger learning 

group of nudents compared to the first group in that they seemed to build on their 

previous work (see Table 3 and Figure 3). 

Results of Written Resrionse To Literature 

As was mentioned earlier, group one averaged its lowest mean (1.62 out of a 

possible 3) in the transmission instructional approach, then improved to their second 

best result (2.23) in the transactionai approach, and did their best, by obtaining a 

mean of 2-38 in the social constructivist condition. This pattern clearly shows steady 

impro'vement h m  a Ieast effective approach of instruction (see Figure 4) 

(transmission), to the transactional method, and finalIy, to the most successfiil 

instructional model, the social constmctivist classroom. As was also mentioned 

earlier, group one improved to a 78' percentile performance level in the social 

constructivist instructional approach, an improvernent of 28 percentile points over the 

- tr&nission model of instruction. (See Table 5 and Figure 5.)  

Group two shared the same pattern as group one in its performance within the 

social constructivist unit of study (See Figure 6). They obtained their lowest 

performance mean under the transmission instructional approach, then increased their 

performance to a mean of 2-24 in the transactional approach and eventually 



completed the study with an average of 2.71 out of a possible 3 in the social 

constructivist model. This increase in performance placed group two at the 91S' 

percentile. By achieving a 41 percent increase over the traditional transmission 

approach to instruction, group two demonstrated (as did group one) that teachers need 

to heed findings that indicate a shifl in teactiing styles may improve their students' 

response to reading performance by a significant margin. 

The results of this study clearly indicate that both transactional and social 

constructivist instructional approaches are as effective as the traditional teacher-led 

transmission classroom in each of the conditions. In addition, and possibly most 

irnportantly, the social constructivist model of instruction leads to more mature 

responses fiom students in a senior ELA ciassroom. 

Ouestion Three 

The third question this study addressed was which instructional approach 

(presentation) students most enjoyed and which of the instructional approaches most 

benefited their reading comprehension and response to iiterature. Four students were 

randomly selected (two fiom each of the groups) to respond to five questions in an 

interview with me, their classroom instructor, at the compIetion of the fina1 unit  of 

study. Interviews were held with one student at a tirne, in an empty classroom, and 

were tape-recorded. These students were given the list of questions ahead of time in 

order to make notes for themselves to refer to during the interview. Transcripts of the 

i n t e ~ e w s  are found in Appendix B. The five questions that these students responded 

to are as follows: 



1. What elements in each unit, if any, did you find the most heIpful to 

comprehending the material? What elements in each unit, if any, did you not find 

helpful for comprehension? 

2. Describe which unit of instruction you enjoyed most. What did you Iike about it? 

Describe which unit of instruction you enjoyed the least. What did you not like 

about it? 

3.  Were there specific things that your instructor did that helped your cornprehension 

in any way? 

4. What do you think is the most important element for teachers when they instruct 

students in reading? 

5 .  Was that element evident in any of the units? 

Summat-y of Student Responses to Interview Ouestions 

- A glirnpse into the "unseen" minds of students sheds some Iight on both the 

attitudes and interests shared by students as they participated in the study. While the 

interview process was not sophisticated enough to suggest specific conciusions that 

mighr influence the overall outcomes of this study, the collective response of these 

students is enough to provide a qualitative element for consideration. It is important 

to note that the four sets of responses ofien refer to the sarne theme, but with 

diametrically opposed attitudes. Keep in mind that the identical theme and materiais 

were being instructed using two different approaches to instruction in two separate 

clissrooms (refer to Figure 7, page 68). (Complete transcripts of the students' 

responses are found in Appendix B.) 



In response to the first question asked, "what elements in each unit, if any, did 

you find the most heIpful for comprehending the materiai, and what elements in each 

unit, if any, did you not find helpfui for comprehension", each of the students agreed 

that talking and writing together was the most helpful activity. Each of the students 

aIso made positive rernarks about sharing ideas and how valuable it had been to be 

able to hear more than one point of view regarding a piece of reading, before they 

comrnitted to writing. While one student valued the practice of journaling to make 

meaning above other elements, she also mentioned, in response to the second half of 

the question, that she disliked most being on her own or only in a small group. 

"Whrtt rvr goi ro br in large g~oirps for disc~~ssiotifirs?, thut wus much berter than 

bririg alottti or jrist with one or Mo arhers. " in response to the second part of the first 

question, each of the four students again agreed that the least helpful element for 

aiding them in cornprehending the materiai was working on their own. When they 

were required to wtite extensively, interpreting what they had read before first 

discussing ideas with the group, that was noted as their least heIpful practice. 

A strong comment in favour of a transactional and social cunstmctivist 

approach to meaning making was made by one of the interviewees, when he said, "I 

hart! ir whur we takr a porm and wr Zr told thrre 's jrist one way to reud it. Yort 

h o w ,  ihis is correct or that is correct, t h ' s  jirst a srrrpid way to learri sornething. So 

I didri 't like the mit  where yai always told 11s what wm @ht atrd what wm wrotig 

Yorr krroiv, brcatise ihr ieacher can say it 's this wuy and a sttident cm say it 's îhis 

way and it can be both, and we really don 't know what the atithor was thinking. I 

mean- rhere 's a m  idem and Ihings Iike &alI In my mind l !hi& is this rea& nue. 



and how do we know this is me?  So, the ivay we did the poems in the ~rtiit wherr we 

rend the poems together and then disciissed them together before wnting, that was 

the most helpfiiI." Another student added, "I'd say doing the questions on my own 

i v m  the worst. Like, what was rhis character k granha's n m ,  or something. It 

ivoi~ldr 't reaily heip me oitt in ririderstanding what I wns readirg. Those kind of 

qwstiotis are jirsr too specific and not based on the ivhole rhme or meaning of the 

story or book or ideu of the movie. Like, whatls the point?" These responses 

indicate that what students find as being helpful and what they find as being not at al1 

helphl are two sides of the same coin: talking before writing is helpful, writing 

without talking is not helpful. Each of the students fùrther explained their frustration 

with working alone and doing "busywork" by answer specific questions that had little 

to.do with understanding the story or therne, activities cornmon in a traditionai 

teacher-centered classroom. 

In response to the second question asked, "Describe which unit of instruction 

you enjoyed most and what did you tike about it, as well as describe which unit of 

instruction you enjoyed the least. What did you not like about it?" the two students 

who were from group one, answered with the Following insights. Chris said, "I liked 

the death w~it  the most. First ofafI, becairse that was the unit we got tu idk the most. 

A h ,  ihere 's so much strperstition thut mmindr deah* especiaZiy in the articles, fike 

in-the "Forerrincfers ". It was great tu hem everybot@'s opinion about deafh and 

compare them to what I think. '* Brad said, "The mit on death was my favorite rinit 

because of the criminai aspecr in the ifnit and becmse we talked a (or about peoplr 3 

qrrferrce. readn,9- what we al1 thou@ I've read a great numhrr 2f hnokr on 



crime and jristice and I was able to draw on that hnowledge. I also loved the material 

we read For the firsr time in years I found myselfgoing home and talking about the 

books and articles we were reading ir2 class. '" Both students agreed that the topic 

itself was a favorite of theirs, but again, both also stated that part of their enjoyrnent 

came from the instructional approach used in this ELA class, a talking and writing 

based approach which allowed them to build and redefine their own meaning as the 

entire group shared ideas back and forth before beginning the writing tasks. 

The third question asked students to identiS, specific techniques that the 

instructor used to help students comprehend best what they read. The students 

provided interesting responses, especially a student from the first group, who said, 

"Ldon 't ~ I O I V  i f  there were specific things, becmise from the way I 've seen yoti tench 

in clan, yorr sort of like to nirprise attack people. Like yoir 're not going to Say, 'I'm 

goitlg ro do rhis to help yoii iinderstand something. ' Yorr kind of jiist do if. Like ifyoirr 

ptrnch somebody in the grt, it 3- going to be a lot more effective ifthey don 't know it 's 

comirig than ifrhey know il's coming. Birt if1 had to choose the best techniqtres imd 

to teach. they happened in the 'death ' irriit becmrse there was a Cot more disctission 

before rve rvrote. " While al1 students agreed that having an instructor who was 

available was important, and using current, interesting materials was stimulating, 

a student t?om the second group suggested, "Maybe it 's rrs teaching otrrselves, like 

rve did in the talking and writing trnit, the newspaper, becatrse rve did the best there, 

as a groiip and individiialiy. Instead of y011 Ming ris, we tell oi~rselves, which 

makek us leam the srtiff better because it 's comingfiom ris and not you. " Two 

students noted that includin- topics and reading materials that were 



"real", were important techniques for aiding their understanding because this was a 

method that captured their persona1 interest. "Thut mit was real. if wasn 't jzrstfrom 

books or movies. It was real to my Ife. " Clearly, students felt the most confidence 

when they Felt personally responsible for their leaming. Based on the interviews, this 

appeared to occur consistently in the social constniainn classroom sening. 

Students Mt less confident answering the fourth question, "What do you think 

is the most important element for teachers when they instruct students in reading?" 

Answers varied fiom "I don 't how " to being relieved at not having deadlines, to 

being put in the "right rnit~ket " before reading. Once again, the importance of " k a /  

Ife " stories, especially when a number of pieces were al1 tied together, was identified 

as being key to helping students better comprehend what they read. 

The fifth and final question asked of the students was whether they had 

noticed that the most important element (fiom number 4) was evident in any of the 

units. A student fiom the second group summed up the entire group's opinion by 

say ing, "I don 't ttiit~k yolr ivere vety helpf 1 in the 'drath ' mit because ive were jmt 

gveti itformation and pstions and told to do otrr own work. Vety littie talking 

happened then. Birt in the newspaper mit yoir prepmd rrs and we interacted a lot ail 

of the time. even while writing. " The social constructivist unit in which the 

newspaper was produced was identified by these students as being the most helpfiil 

approach to teaching students skills and strategies that would produce a higher or 

deeper level of comprehension and response to Iiterature. 

Students in this study overwhelmingly favored the social constructivist 

approach over the transactional approach to instruction. Both of the- initn~cti~ri! 



appr6aches were enjoyed by students over the traditional transmission approach. It 

was felt by students that the social constructivist classroom provided more tirne for 

talking and sharing ideas, which Ied to more insighthi writing. Although "real" 

stories were used in each unit, regardless of instructionai approach, students believed 

that when combining "reai" stones, prereading activities that heIped produce the 

"right miridset ", and a classroom where discussion was encouraged before, during 

and afier writing, they were able to constmct the best possible meanings fiom the 

texts they s~udied. 



CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSIONS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

Restatement of Purpose 

The primary purpose of this study was to compare the effect of three separate 

teaching methodoIogies on reading cornprehension. Specifically, this study 

investigated the effectiveness of three general approaches to instruction which 1 have 

titled (1) transmission or traditional (teacher-centered), (2) transactional (snident- 

centered writing), and (3) social constnictivist (group and teacher talking and 

writing). The effectiveness of these three instructionat approaches was tested using 

three different rneasures in unit tests: multiple-choice items, short answer questions, 

and an essay question which was evaluated using a written response nibric that 

disinguished between nonsense, retelhg, inferential, and interpretive responses that 

revealed the level of comprehension a student had accomplished. Using literary texts 

in a "reaf" classroom instructional setting, this study attempted to identie any 

differences in student performance among the three instructional deliveries, and 

determine which one, if any, was the best approach to use in aiding students to 

comprehend best what they had read in the classroom. 

The transmission instructional appmach involved a traditionai teacher- 

centered approach to teaching Iiterary texts. In this model, there were specific 

teaching mtegies  to address vocabulary deveiopment as well as question and answer 
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was to determine whether or not developing skilIs From a transmission instructional 



approach would increase students' ability to wmprehend what they r ad .  The second 

instructional approach, the transactional approach, incorporated extensive writing in a 

variety of forms. Students had some input regarding the ideas and issues about which 

they wrote as well as plenty of opportunity to respond to each other's writing in 

written form. The third approach combined talking with writing and is referred to as 

the social constmctivist instructional approach. This approach gave students 

maximum input into their studies and meaning making processes. Aithough the basic 

organizational structure or nature of the social constructivist project was entirely 

prescribed in the form of a newspaper room fiom which a final newspaper would be 

produced, the students directed their studies around the textual material provided on 

their own. They had control over discussions and the direction of the writing that 

they employed to express their leaming. In fact, they determined the ingredients, the 

roles, the meaning, and the approach with which they would attack the assignment 

completely independent of the teacher. 

Through these goals, then, the ultimate aim of this study was to determine 

which of the three rnethodologies would lead to the highest scores in reading 

comprehension and response tests for senior four (grade 12) students. This has been 

done by identifjing differences in instructional effectiveness through cornparhg 

student performance in reading comprehension and response tests following each of 

the three units of study. This study hopes to create some readily identifiable 

implications regarding reading instruction for teachers to implement in their 

classrooms as they seek to improve students' literary reading comprehension and 

response. 

Restatement of Questions 

Y;. ccrnpzrin~ the ~Eaitmrss cf U~ee Ixtruriunu! apprmckcs tu tmhing 

literary reading, the fotlowing research questions were raised: 



1. 1s writing alone or writing paired with talking supenor to traditional teacher-led 

instruction in improving reading comprehension and response as measured by a 

three-part test which combined a multiple-choice item section, a short answer 

. section, and a written response? 

2. Does the order of presentation (the three instructional approaches) affect student 

performance in reading comprehension and response? 

3. Which instructional approach (presentation) do students most enjoy; and which of 

the instructionai approaches do students feel most benefit their reading 

comprehension and response to literature? 

General Observations and Cornments (limitations) 

Limitations such as the relatively short treatment petiod - nine weeks in total, 

three weeks for each of three units of study- as well as the small sample size (two 

classes of students numbering thirty in total) made up of thirteen female and 

seventeen male students in total, must be considered when attempting to make frrm 

conclusions. It is also possible that students' strategies employed in reading and 

writing were entrenched enough by grade twelve, for example, that a study which 

emphasized an alternative approach to reading instruction may have had M e  effect 

in reshaping their usual strategies. if students were used to a classroom where much 

talking and writing occurred as a matter ofcourse, then it may be that students, 

although not pennitted to talk and write Iike before, continued quietly and 

individually to use helpfiil adapted strategies fiom earlier training, for reading. 

Patterns, however, were clearly evident in the data, allowing me to suggest a 

few conclusions, following a brief summary of the results of this study. These 

patterns most obviously presented themselves when looking at the reading 

comprehension and response results by placing the transmission then transactional, 

and finally social constructivist resuIts side by side in this order. In Figure I ,  the 



mean score results of the written response results (essay response) for al1 students 

shows a consistent improvement in students' performance, with the highest 

achieiement in the social constructivist approach. 

Figure 1. 
Overall Main Effect for Written Response l 

Transmission Transactinal Social 
Construcüon 

Condition 

Surnmary of Resdts By Condition 

The three categories of evaluation used for this study were put in place to 

rneasure the effectiveness of three different approaches to instruction on reading 

comprehension and response. They were multiple-choice items, short answer 

questions and an essay response, which measured students' reading comprehension 

Ievels through writing; each a section of a single test written by students at the 

completion of a unit of study. The three conditions of instruction were transmission, 

transaction and social construction. The transmission approach to instruction 

was used as a control (or to set the standard), as this is the most common method of 

ifistnwtjtn in or~dlr)l  c&ïccmc. WJ CC& = loainct whirh tn 
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measure the effectiveness of a transactional and social constructivist approach to 



instruction for reading. Following is a summary of the effects of each instructional 

approach on multiple-choice items, short m e r  questions, and on a written response 

essay requirement, ordered fiom least effective instructional approach to the most 

effective in the category of the written response, which produced a significant effect 

@ = .OOO). 

Transmission A ~ ~ r o a c h  to Instruction Condition 

When students were instmcted using the transmission mode1 of instruction, 

significance was achieved onIy in the condition by group interaction. This simply 

showed that the two groups responded differently to the instruction. Group one 

performed below the mean of group two in the transmission unit of instruction, but 

then outperformed group two in the transactional unit and then again fell behind 

group two in the social construction unit when looking o n l ~  at multiple-choice 

result's. Because group one began the study in the transactional approach to 

instruction, then moved into the social constructivist and ended in the transmission 

approach, it is possible that cornpared to group two, which began with transmission, 

then transaction, and then social construction, group one outperformed group two in 

their first attempt at multiple-choice results because they were excited about the 

study. Both group one students who were interviewed identified the topic or theme 

that began the study as their favorite. This was not the case for the group two 

interviewees, who agreed that their favorite topics of study were the units entitled 

"death" and "stand up for what you beIieveV' (where writing and talking took place). 

The group interaction is firrther visible when comparing each group's 

performance for multiple-choice, short answer, and the response section of the tests. 

Group one falls well below the achievement level of group two in the multiple-choice 
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they were slightly ahead of group two. In other words, there could have been an 



effect when the conditions were presented because the two groups are so obviously 

different that group one might simply have responded more vigorously if the unit 

topic or instructional approach had been presented in a different order. Instruction in 

a transmission approach was vocabuIary specific and prescribed to the point where 

su'ccessful performance on multiple-choice tests was most easily attained. Specific 

ideas, themes, and vocabulary were identified by the instructor during lessons in 

preparation for the reading cornprehension test. 

, Because the pattern (order) of results were not shown to be significant, it is 

clear that possibilities for hture research can be found in this area. 

Transactional A~proach to Instruction Condition 

The transactional approach emphasized writing. Students were required to 

write in the form of journals, short paragraphs, letters, essays, and scripts. They also 

cdtiqued each other's work by writing responses after having read a sample of each 

other's writing. Predictably, this approach to instruction shouId have resulted in 

higher means than in the transmission approach because thinking independently and 

demo~strating comprehension through writing were practiced throughout this unit of 

study. However, some interesting findings occurred in this condition. First of all, the 

difference between the two groups was again noteworthy. Although group one 

outperformed group two in the multiple-choice section of the tests and were within a 

percent of the mean of group two in the written response, they fell quite far behind in 

the short answer section. The two students tlom group one who were in te~ewed  

foilowing the study indicated that they very much enjoyed the topic of their first unit 

of instruction - "nature". 'Nature" was insuucted in a transactional approach for 

group one, while it was taught through a transmission approach to the group two. 

Group two .wdied the unit titted "Stand IJp f ~ r  What YQU Rc!ied In the 

transactional mode1 of instruction. Accrirding to the students inte~ewed,  interest in 



the topic for the transactional unit was higher than the "nature" topic, which was 

studied while they were in the transmission instructional approach. The transactional 

approach required students to write proIifically. Each piece of literature requûed 

students to respond in writing and then respond to each other's writing in a written 

response. The written response to literature measure indicated that students improved 

their comprehension from the transmission unit to the transaction unit by twenty 

percentiie points. If students are able to perform a full 20 percent above the mean by 

emphasizing writing in as many forms as is feasible, while taking more ownership of 

content and knowledge by doing the writing instead of being told what they need to 

know, as in a teacher-centered approach, then it is certainly worth consideration as a 

viable approach to teaching reading. 

Social Constructivist A~proach to Instruction 

According to the results of students' tests, the social constructivist approach to 

instruction did performed as was expected in the multiple-choice measure, then faired 

somewhat more successfully in the short answer measure, and finally achieved 

significance in the written response. It does not appear that a social constructivist 

classroom supports testing in a manner more consistent with a traditional trans- 

mission classroom (multiple choice). The short answer measure, on the other hand, 

resulted in scores vastly different between the two groups. Group two performed at 

the 6lst percentile, suggesting that students either developed more independence of 

thought and were more capable at comprehending and responding to reading under 

this approach, when their reading was measured through short answer testing. 

The most significant results found in this study revealed that cornprehension 

measured in a response to literature while in the social constructionist approach to 

Inmxtim *:es InArri v,+rre ! m d ~ r ~  perf=m.Cy 2: M r  hra. The !e:e! cf 

achievement in reading cornprehension and response for grade twelve students in a 



social constructivist approach was far superior to either the transactional or the 

transmission approaches. Talking and writing in a collaborative environment 

improved students' ability to comprehend what they read, just as is supported in the 

reyiew of literature (Straw, 1993; Rivard and Straw, 2000; Barnes, 1995). Students in 

both groups were given the oppomuiity to work within a structured newsroom while 

producing a newspaper that included specific reports on unit thernes. analysis of 

events; and readings, documentaries on particular aspects of the therne or of a text, 

discussions in the form of editorials, or letters to the editor. Each collaborative group 

rotated editors for the day who met with the teacher to review topics and writing 

assignrnents which they were distributing to their colleagues. Students then spent 

time reading and discussing before going on to write their various assignments. It 

appears ehat through this highly student-centered approach to leaming where talk and 

*ting were emphasized, mature readers who have learned to rely on their own 

interpretation as it was shaped by their reading communities, eventually responded 

with the most success and confidence when tested for reading comprehension and 

nsponse. 

Implications for Teaching 

The results of this study do offer some implications for how teachers of 

English Language Arts rnight develop strategies for irnproving reading 

comprehension in secondary classrooms. While there is definitely a place for direct 

instmction found in a teacher-centered classroom, a time when specific vocabuIary 

and specific facts or knowledge are to be leamed (as shown in the transmission 

instmctional approach results found in multiple-choice testing), the shift to teaching 

students to become mature readers and independent thinkers is widely supported in 

ooxr.h lit~rzt~xp (H!!m-kc- !97!; !OQC; Fi&, 1980; &=w, 1003; R.yzd 

and Straw, 2000). That approach has been referred to as the socid constructivist 



approach to instruction throughout this study, and centrai to this approach is the 

social collaboration between teacher and students and behveen students and students, 

in their construction of meaning as they work together to build a thorough h e w o r k  

Eom which to comprehend and respond what they read. This approach to instruction 

develops ownership for leaming and making meaning in students and gives students 

purpose of their own. They are responsible for creating meaning by interacting with 

the text and discussing their thoughts and reactions to the text, challenging each 

others' opinions, and then writing through their thinking, a M e r  extension of the 

process of coming to know something. Students, in this type of cIassroom, have the 

opportunity to make choices about what they study and how they are going to go 

about leaming matenal. An increase in taking part in controlling the outcomes of 

their education, students in turn become deeper and keener readers, able to th& 

through and write through toward meanings that reveal their increased levels of 

maturity. The teacher's role in al1 of this continues to be important, as it is her role to 

ensure that the assignments pursued, the talking that ensues, and that the wciting that 

follows stays on topic and that each student is pushed to purposehl in the pursuit of 

meaning making/comprehension. 

As was mentioned, the results of this study suggest that there is a place for 

direct, traditional instruction in an ELA classroom, Encouraging results for a 

transmission approach to instruction were found in measures like the multiple-choice 

section of tests, where both groups of students performed weIl when given direct 

instruction. This suggests that when an instructionai objective requires certain, 

specific knowledge or organizationd skills that will benefit students in learning 

toward a test, teachers can play an invaluable role by guiding those students through 

activities like vocabulary lists, teacher-centered questions and answer sessions, 

e~nncitnw ,,,,y yritig t$ti~ tpc'f~ cf het~kis, pnk-t-g !&~nrtr~- y p t  it ---r ------2 

advisable that teachers not monopolize direct instruction at the expense of any student 



input. It appears that when students have some input in decision-making about the 

text and when they have some say about ideas and issues raised in the class and in the 

text, they simply perform better in reading comprehension test results. 

It is clear that when both students and teachers work together toward 

meaningfùl interactions with texts and with each other, the maximum advantage in 

learning can occur. Talking and witing, between both students and teacher, 

ultimately leads to the best cornprehension and response results when discussion is 

not a masked process of leading students to a particular reading and when writing 

response is allowed to be individual and Fiesh. We are reminded by Straw (1990) that 

"meaning in literature is, uhimately, opinion, and interactive and transactional 

theonsts suggest that the opinion is arrived at through the negotiation" (p. 132). In 

order to keep From presenting the meaning of texts and encourage students to 

generate the meaning socially through negotiation with the text and among each 

other, teachers will need to adapt their instructional approaches so that al1 members of 

a class become active participants in the process of leaming and making meaning out 

of a text. To do this we will need to teach students to become active negotiators in 

the act of creating meaning in their cIassrooms. Classrooms like this will be 

characterized as "sociatly-based, tdk-based ciassrooms . . . that lead students to 

meaning-making rather than meaning-getting" (Straw, 1990. pg. 133). Collaborative 

learning methods are well suited to fostering meaningfùl transactions among students 

(Straw, 1990), with research suggesting, "work in group settings is generally superior 

to teacher-deterrnined knowledge passed on through transmission methods" (pg. 133) 

Recomrnendations for Further Research 

The rcqe cf this ~ t d i ;  -.Y= ~z=v:kz! !imi:C, Ilûzi LUL ûüi5~t. Ttis &@i 

pool numbered a totaI of just 30 in two p u p s ,  the entire study was conducted over 



nine weeks, with thee-week units of instruction, three separate, yet overlapping 

instructional approaches were taught for each of the three-week units, and only three 

thernes were taught. Further study in any one or al1 of these areas would be 

wpanted, in an attempt to more clearly determine specific effects. 

By having students choose their class the previous year, the groups ended up 

as randomly divided into two heteroganeous groups of different sizes. Group one, the 

morning class taking 40s ELA, consisted of thirteen students, while group two, the 

afiemoon class, was made up of seventeen students. As assignments were completed 

and the tests were witten and rnarked by "blind" rnarkers, it becarne clear that the 

two groups were quite different in their abilities. Group two was significantly 

stronger according to the N O V A  and mean performances in virtually every 

category. Larger sample sizes could be achieved through involving more schools or 

Iarger numbers of students from a single large school, and might lead to different 

findings. 

Another area for future research would be to investigate the issue of 

instructional time dedicated to each approach or style of teaching. The short time, 

only three weeks. that was used for each of the three approaches, may not have been 

suficient to allow students to tmly grasp the skills and concepts related to that 

approach to instruction. By increasing the time significantly, students might become 

more Famiiiar with and indeed further removed from the previous approach, thereby 

generating the potential for performing better in reading comprehension. More tirne 

would naturally allow students to leam their texts more thoroughly, more time to talk 

and write in groups and individually. A more accurate picture of reading 

comprehension might be possible with Ionger instructional times. 

Three instructional approaches were used for this study. Further research 

might logk into yiys cf &p&qg mnd&ffng these izs~n~&zd ~~:czc, i:: ~2 

attempt to build the ideal teaching approach, suitable for maximizing student 



potential in reading. The literature review suggests that a sociai constmctivist 

approach to reading should produce a more competent and mature reader. And whi1e 

this study found significance in the written response measure and a strong 

performance in the short answer measure, the other measure (multiple-choice) did not 

fair well. Therefore, it might be worthwhile investigating other instructional 

approaches or the combination of a few styles of teaching to find which results in the 

best reading performance. 

Closely related to the instructional approaches, are the themes used for this 

study and the order in which texts and assignments were presented. "Nature", 

"standing up for your beliefs", and "death" were the three themes dealt with through 

the units of study. Beginning with nature, progressing to standing up for your beliefs, 

and finally ending with death might have skewed the results. Future research might 

rearrange the themes in order to discover whether death held the most fascination for 

students and resulted in higher scores on reading comprehension simply by virtue of 

"higher interest". Would altogether different themes provide totally different results? 

Would allowing students to choose their own unit themes and then find the texts that 

would fulfill the unit of study change results? Implications for unit planning are a 

definite and important ingredient in this area for fiiture research. 

The results of this study clearly indicate that both transactional and social 

constructivist instructional approaches are as effective as the traditional teacher-led 

transmission classroom in each of the conditions. In addition, and most important, 

the social constructivist mode1 of instmction leads to more mature responses fiorn 

And this improvement was due to the instructionai approach presented in 



the class, an approach that emphasized a social constnictivist environment in whkh 

collaboration and student-centered activities were the standard. The purpose of ELA 

classr'ooms from "nursery through the university is to synthesize knowledge rather 

than to pass it along" (Bleich, 1980. pg. 159) That is why research supports teachers 

who build classroom settings where units of study are a collaborative effort between 

student and teacher and student and student. Classrooms like this, that involve a high 

level of talk and writing, where making meaning of texts is a social responsibility in 

which al1 members of the classroom take part, are classrooms where students leam 

best how to make meaning of texts. Pursuing their own interests and convictions, 

making use of past experience, working together to rnake decisions that will effect 

outcomes through discussion and writing - students in a class like this get to take 

ownekhip of their learning, and that makes al1 the difference. Reading 

comprehension and response results are highest in a social constmctivist classroom as 

measured through students' writing. 
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Appendix A: 

Teaching Methods and 
Assignments 

For each unit 



~ h e m e :  Nature (unit one) 
(Traditional) 

A r t i ~ I e / N o v e V D r a r n ~ o e ~ o v i e  

Nevel: Cry Wolfflction - novel) 

To n e  Brink (nonfiction) 

Ride the Dark H o r s  (short story) 

The Shark (poeny) 
The Oak and the Rose 
The Blrrning of The Leraves 

Movie: "Twister " vlm) 

Methodologies 

Chapter questions 
Word Iists for definitions 
Paragraph question 
Essay question for unit 

Questions on sections read 
Crossword P d e  - terms/vocabulary 

Oral questions - teacher led 
Paragraph - obstacles of nature and man 

Technical Terms & Definitions 
Question sheets that require iDing 
definitions 
Look up authorial information 
Information sheet handout with background 
Analyze poem 

Essay: compare and contrast the novel's wolf 
with Nat.G.'s wolf - Prepare expository essay 
outline and notes for w-riting 

Question for tacher-led class discussion: 
Does the movie accurately reflectfdepict the 
forces of nature? Can media ever reflect 
nature accurately? 



Description of "Traditionai" Instructional Method 

In this method, the teacher directs the learning activities by providing specific 

questions and terms for the students to lem.  The teacher acts as the provider of the 

knowledge and l a d s  the students to that knowledge by employing the following 

assignments: 

1. Definition lists generated by the instmctor. Students wiIl complete these on their 

own before the instructor leads the corrections. 

2. Worksheets with questions regarding the readings. The questions are instructor- 

generated and then led through corrections. 

3.. Paragaph writing on instnictor-identified topics related to the text. The 

instmctor wiH do al1 the evaluating; there will be no peer editing or collaborative 

writing. 

4. Preparations made to write an Expository Essay on the therne of one of the 

pieces read. 



Unit One: 'Wature" 
Traditional 

Section One: National Geographic Article, "At Home with the Arctic Wolf' - 
magazine news item 

(One 80 minute class) 

1. Assignment: Read the article and receive the handout on writing expository 
essays. Begin outlining an expository essay in which you are to COMPARE AND 
CONTRAST THE "REAL" WOLVES WITH THE WOLVES IN THE NOVEL. 
Never Cry Wolf 

2. Handout - see "handouts" folder 

Section Two: Never Cry Wolf - novel study 
(Seven 80 minute classes) 

1. Vocabulary definitions ûom the novel- see "assignments" folder 
2. Chapter questions - Complete each set of chapter questions when you have 

finished reading through the assigned chapters. See "assignments" folder for 
. chapter questions. 

3 .  Paragraph writing - Write a paragraph on 3 of the following topics: 
a. ReIationships in nature 
b. Exploitation or darnage to nature 
c. Stereo-types about nature 
d. Confiict between man and nature 
e. Humour in the writing of the novel 

Section Three: "To The Brink" - non-fiction 
(One 80 minute class) 

1. Crossword Puzzie - complete the 30-word p d e  - see "assignments" folder 
2. Short answer questions to be done in notebooks: 

a. What previous accident was the author involved in? 
b. Describe what went wrong. 
c. Describe the injuries that resulted fiom the accident in 'To The Brink". 

- d. Why is it important to climb with a partner? 
e. Name the location(s) where the story takes place. 
f. List the steps of the rescue. 
g. Why do people climb mountains, according to the author? 
h. Do you agree that these are valid reasons? 
i. Which events occurred that gave the author, Joe, new hope that he would 

survive? 

Section Four: Imagery in Poetry - Poetry 
(Two 80 minute classes) 
"The Shark", "The Oak", and "Burning of The Leavesn 



1. Technical Devices of poetry - handout to be gone over with the class, focusing on 
imagery. 

2. Look up biographical information on each of the authors, on the webhet. 
3 .  Identi% one simile for each poem or create two similes for each. 
4. Ansver the following question: How is imagery used in each of the poems, and 

for what purpose? 
5.' Write new lines of metaphors/similes/symbols from each poem. 

Section Five: "Ride The Dark Horse" - short stoiy 
(One 80-minute class) 

1. Paragraph writing assignment - Write a paragraph on the following question: 
What obstacles (nature/self) did the author have to overcome to help his friend, 
lean-Paul Levesque? 

2. Teacher-led Discussion Questions: 
Relate the title to the story. 
What does it mean to be a hero? Coward? 
What are typical dangers that one must prepare for when going out into 
nature? 
What other courses of action would have been possible, instead of "riding 
the dark horse"? 
Was it wise to take the risk? 
Explain the personal fears and risks taken in the story. 
How did the tnendship develop within the story? 
What prompts action or inaction when faced with a crisis or quick decision 
to be made? 
1s there a type of person who would not take action? 
How does society welcome heroes or reject cowards? 

Section Six: "Twister" - movie 
(Three 80-minute classes) 

1. Make available the National Geographic book, Nature On The Rampage, on the 
bookshelf and ask students to look over the articles within. 

7. Project discussion questions before the movie begins and ask students to make 
notes for use later. 

3. Teacher-led discussion - questions: 
- a. Does the movie accurately reflectldepict the forces of nature? 

b. Can media ever reflect nature accurately? 
c. Why are people fascinated by movies and stories about nature? 



Never CI'jJ W0rf by Farley Mowat 
Chapter Questions to be done in notebooks 

Chapters 1 and 2 

1. 

2. 
3.  
4. 
5. 
6. 
7.- 
8. 
9. 

10. 

I l .  

What was it about Farley's childhood that made him pursue a career, which 
involved animats? 
Describe the characters that influenced Farley's scientific life, as he grew older. 
What is scatology? 
What was the paradox explained on page 5? 
Paint a picture (with words) as Farley saw it. 
What is unique about Farley Mowat's styIe of writing in this chapter? 
List the supplies Farley brought with him ta the north. 
Did the pilot believe what Mowat was doing? Why or why not? 
What is ironic about the message cabled to Mowat from Ottawa while he is in 
Churchill? 
Describe two of the superstitious stories which made the rounds regarding wolves 
and their habits. 
~What was Mowat's important discovery which occurred while he was in 
Churchill? 

Chapter 3 and 4 

What does the pilot's activity and his first words tell us about the kind of man he 
is? 
How did Mowat "pull the wool" over the pilot's eyes? 
What are some of the events of the flight which mark this pilot as a good flier? 
Where is FarIey Mowat dropped off! 
RecaIl two fÙnny/humorous portions of h t i n g  found in chapter 4. 
What is it about the transmitter radio that typifies the government, according to 
Mowat's slant? 
Recount the story of Mowat's encounter with the Peruvian. 
How does Farley Mowat both intensi@ and humorize the account of his "first 
contact with the study speciesn? (Pages 27 to 28) 

Chapter 5 and 6 

1. WhoisMike? 
2. Why does Mike poke at things with a stick and act strangely? (What is the real 

reason?) 
3. Why did Mike leave to visit his "sick' mother? 
4.- Describe Mowat's first meeting oflwith an amal  wolf (Page 36) 
5. What is the size of a woIf print? 



6. How does Mowat come to find the den of the wolves? 

Cha~ter  7 and 8 

What is an esker? (See chapter 6, if 7 is not good enough) 
What is a periscopic telescope? 
How come Farley Mowat glanced about before relieving himself? 
Did it or did it not surprise you that the wolves were watching Mowat from so neat 
behind him? 
Describe a wolf-pup. 
How does the centuries-old myth of the wolf as a savage killer begin to crumble in 
Mowat's mind? 
Who ate the most bloodthirsty creatures of the Arctic? Manitoba in early summer? 
Describe Mowat's performance of staking his temtory 
How do the wolves react to the new boundaries? 

Chapter 9 and 10 

Do you think a human could actually fiinction properly and sleep as a wolf does? 
List some of the elements of George and Angeline's relationship. 
What is another myth which is shattered in this chapter? 
Describe Uncle Albert's role in this wolf family with great detail. 
Articulate the humour* in Mowat's descriptions of mouse reproductivity as found 
on page 69. 
By what rnethod does Angeline try to hunt ducks? 
Another wolf legend bites the dust. M a t  is it? 
What is the cnide practical joke played in this chapter? 

Chapter I l  and 12 

1. What are a few of the reasons for creating Souris a la Creme? 
2. What is the Inuit myth concerning humans eating mice? 
3. Why is Ootek's knowledge of wolves special? 
4. Other than mice, what do the wolves eat a lot of! 
5. What role does Ootek play in this relationship with Varley Monfat? 
6. Describe the process a woIf goes through when catching Northem pike. 
7. Briefly-paraphrase Monfat's paraphrase of Ootek's tale of the caribou and wolf. 
8. Which question of Varley's tiom an earlier chapter is answered in this chapter? 



Chapter 13 and 14 

1. What information about "wolf talk" is learned by Mowat in thïs chapter? 
2. Can you believe the incredible story of Ootek's understanding where and when the 

caribou wouId be for hunting purposes? Why or why not? 
3. What are two more fairly incredible incidents of interpreting worf language in this 

çhaptefl 
4. Parallel the behavior of the wolves in this chapter with the behavior of a family of 

two parents and three children and other relatives. Write at least two paragraphs. 
IncIude ail aspects of the wolves' behavior. 

Chapter 15 and 16 

1. What are the differences between wolves and huskeys? 
2. In your opinion, how does Farfey Mowat handle the descriptions in this chapter, of - Kooa and Uncle AIbert's love affair? 
3.  Is there another myth which is shattered in this chapter? If so. what is it? 
4. What do the following two words mean: satiated? Braggadocio? 
5 .  Why might F. Mowat have included this chapter at this particular place? 
6. How bas Mower built up Angeline to human proportions? How does it show in 

this chapter? 

Chapter 17 and 18 

1. Explain the humor in Mowat's description of Uncle Aibert's yelp when pounced on 
by George. 

2. What would you compare the wolves' fioIicking to? 
3. Who are the unexpected visitors? 
4. Why does Mike comment to Farley that he has maybe been here in the north too 

- long? 

Chapter 19 and 24 

Quotes - name the speaker and the conte* for each. 

1. "The caribou feeds the wolf, but it is the wolf who keeps the caribou strong." 
2. Irlt will grow in any of them, though perhaps not as we1I in people." 
3. "Now you go back to camp and cook our super of big steaks." 
4. "One of rny trappers corne in an hour ago and he seen fifty deer down on the ice, 

ail of them killed by woIves - and hardly a mouthfiil of the meat been touched." - 
5 -vanunit! Lefs see you do beiieriu 



Chapters 19 to 24 (continued) 
Define the following terms: 

1 idyllic 
2. quandary 
3. traverse 
4. meandering 
5. demented 

An&r the following in regular sentences, as earlier on. 

1. Explain how the 50 caribou dead on the lake actually got there. 
2. What surprise awaits Mowat as he makes his way back to Wolf House Bay? 
3. How is it that the "caribou feeds the wolf, but the wolf keeps the caribou strong. "? 
4. When F. Mowat chases the wolves in his nakedness, what does he observe about 

the wolf and the caribou? 
5.  Describe the scene where Mowat scares the Eskimos with his mask.. 

unit One - Nature 
"Never Cry Wolf' 
Vocabulary Terms 

Define the following terms which appear in the chapters of the novel. Indicate the page 
on which each is found and define in the context of the story use. 

Emperated 
Aerona~îticd 
Itivrigled 
Vmigiîard 
A rrstere 
Somnolence 
Appmition 
Shnmcrïr 
Hati~ich 
Disconsolate 
S i m  
Caribort 
Ceiiws 
Imminent 

implicit 
psyche 
ebullietlt 
milier 
foreknowledge 
ameliorate 
tacitrm 
domestic 
carnivore 
impettiorrs 
epidemic 
brandish 

bewildennerit 
credu fi& 
scavenge 
scatology 
longevi f y  
demented 
~ 7 ï  bstar~tiated 
expenditure 
convivialify 
paean 
credence 
ecstatic 
equivalent 
inexplicable 

rampant 
extravagance 
penzîed 
insatiable 
albeit 
paroxysrn 
metabolism 
skeptical 
promisclrous 
morose 
excrirsions 
s~iitor 
invigorate 
haphazard 

recalcitranr 
irrational 
metamophosed 
cognizance 
vulnerable 
hypnotired 
~pecimens 
Iingt~istics 
patriarch 
foresta l led 
amorous 
mwaged 
animation 
apprehension 



Unit One - Nature 
'To The Brink" 
Crossword Puzzle Ternis: 

Neve, gale, ascent, plummeted, windchill, addled, crampon, curious, accelerating, 
sokersault, diagonally, instantaneously, resignation, tranquihy, inexorably, crevasse, 
airborne, unconscious, desolate, deadweight, descent, impatient, slick, twisted, 
nightrnares, miracle, crimson, breath, savage, jolt, hacked, executed. concussion, 
flushed, faint, exhausted, soothing, collapse, ashamed, ceassure, lonely. hypothermia, 
gaping, dread, frenzy, odyssey. 



Nature: "To The Brink" 

ACROSS 

1 very, veiy tired 
4 a globof 

something 
6 ice-climbing 

faotwear 
9 immediately 

41 piacate 
12 highly interested 
13 very strong wind 
16 to go down 
18 lose consciousness 
19 "1 can't wait!" 
24 deep fissuk 
25 lofted up 
26 to be totaliy 

unaware 
28 lonely and 

1 

r 
! - 

windswept 
29 afraid 

DOWN 

severely cold 
peaceful 
blow to the head 
give up 
climb up 
incredîble 
adventure 
fall down quickly 
speed up 
head-over-heal 
to make a move 
shaken; disoriented 
wild motion 
wide open 

24 cnimple down 
27 colour of blood 



Theme: Death (Unit Three) 
(Traditional) 

Lord of the Flies fiction - novel) 

Bloodflowers (short story) 

Forerunners (non-ficlion) 

Becni~se Death Did Not Stop for Me 
Do Not Go Gently into that Good Nigh 
Afer Apple Picking (poetryl 

" k k e  off [O Disaster" (nonjjciortj 

(Mnclenns, August 7/00) 

"Dead Man WaIking " (film) 

Methodologies 

Chapter questions 
Word lists for definitions 
Essay: compare and contrast the 
deaths of Piggy and Simon. 

Questions on the story 
Crossword puzzle 
Terrns/vocabulary 

Oral questions - teacher led 
Paragraph - How do superstitions 
affect peoples' views on death? 

Technical tems and definitions 
Question sheet - Identify elements 
in poems. Research authorial 
Information. Analyze poem. 

Write a letter to the Concord 
Company from the perspective of 
one of the following: potential 
passenger; relative of deceased; 
pilot's association; a d o r  airplane 
mechanic. 

Questions for teacher led 
discussion: 



Unit Three: "Death" 
Traditional 

Section One: News Item, "Take Off To Disaster" - Macleans magazine 
(One 80 minute class) 

1. Assignment: Write a letter to the Concord Company from the perspective of one 
of the following: 

- a. Potential passenger 
b. Relative of a deceased 
c. Airplane pilot's association 
d. Airplane mechanic. 

Section Two: "Forerumers" - non-fiction 
(One 80 minute classes) 

1. Teacher-led discussion - project questions for discussion ahead of reading and 
encourage students to make notes for use later. The questions are: 
a. Are you familiar with any superstitions related to death? Mariner's or 

sailor's lore? 
b. Can these seemingly supernaturai events be explained in rational terms? 
c. What superstitions are held by people in this class? Community? 
d. Which vignette did you find the most convincing and captivating and why? 
e. The final question is the paragraph question below (#2). 

2. Paragraph writing - How would you respond if you encountered a forerunner of 
death in your family or community? 

Section Three: "Lord of the Flies" - noveVfiction 
(Five 80 minute class) 

1. Word Iist to be handed out and completed as students read - see "handout" 
folder 

2. Chapter questions to be completed as students read each chapter - see 
"a~signments*~ folder 

3.  Paragraph writing - Write a paragraph on three (3) of the following topics: 
a. Compare the deaths on the isiand to deaths in the war. 
b. 1s it possible to jus@ Simon's death as an accident? 

- c. Could the presence of an adult on the island have prevented the deaths? 
d. Why did Roger and Jack feel that Raiph's death was necessary? 

4. Essay Question - Expository essay assignment: Compare and contrast the 
deaths of Piggy and Simon. 



Section Four: Bloodflowers - Short story 
(Two 80 minute classes) 

1. Crossword PuPte - cumpIete p u d e  after having read the story - see 
"assignments" folder. 

2. Questions for notebooks: 
a, What is the story within the story? 
b. What is the menaing of the stosry within the story? 
c. 1s the warning against picking flowers borne out in the story? 
d. What adjustments did Danny Thorsen have to make for lving on Black 

Island? 
e. Were the Poorwillys good hosts to Danny? 
E What does it take to make a person change their ways? 
g. Is there any truth to the superstition that bad things happen in threes? 
h. What do you think is the worst thing that happened in the village during 

Danny's time there? . . 
1. Would Adel have said yes if Danny had asked her to rnarry him? Why or 

why not? 
j. How would you expiain why the radio never worked when Danny wanted 

to send a message? 

Section Five: Poetry: "Because 1 Could Not Stop For Deatfi", "Do Not Go Gentle Into 
That Good Night", "Afier AppIe Picking" 
(One 80-minute dass) 

1. Technical poetic devices handout - emphasize imagery when going over sheet 
2. Assignment - Find or create exampks of similes, metaphors, and symbols fiom 

each poem. 
3 .  Question to answer in notebooks - How is imagery used in each poern? What is 

its purpose? 

Section Six: "Dead Man Walking" - movie 
(Three 80-minute classes) 

I -  Tacher-led discussion - project for reading before viewing movie: 
d. Haw does the prisoner eventually corne to tems with bath the deaths he has 

caused, as welI as his own impending death? 
e. 1s executing a person who has committed murder a fair or just sentence? 



Lord of the FIies 
Chapter and Section Questions 

Section One: Death of Adult Fighter Pilot, now Parachuter 
(Chapter 6, p. 1 18 to 122; 124 - 127) 

1. What is the sign which comes down fiom the world ofthe grownups? Who 
saw it land? 

2. What is the beast? How do Sam and Eric describe it? Why is their 
description so different from how the parachutist actuaily looks? 

3 .  Does Simon believe Sam and Eric's story? How does he imagine the beast? 
4. What do the boys do about the beast fiom the air? What might they have 

done? 

Section Two: Death of Simon, after Encounteriog the Parachuter 
(Chapter 9, p. 180 - 190) 

1. What does Simon discover about the ape-like beast? How does he feel when 
he rnakes the discovery? 

2.. Why do you think Simon released the tangled parachute lines? What does 
this show you about him? 

Section Three: Death of Piggy, When Bringing Clarity and Reason 
(Chapter 1 1, p. 2 13 - 224) 

1. On the way to Castle Rock, Ralph's band sets off across the beach, which is 
"swept cIean like a blade that has scoured". What tone is set by this detail of 
setting? Can you think of a different simile that could describe how clean 
the beach was, while setting a more pleasant, comfortable tone? 

2. What happens when Ralph's band arrives at CastIe Rock? Should Ralph 
have foreseen this outcome? 

3.  How is Piggy killed? What do you think he seedexperiences right before he 
dies? 

4. What is meant by the narrator's statement that "the hangman's horror clung 
round Roger"? Do you think Jack and Roger are equally responsible for 
Pi& s deat h? 

Section Four: The Hunt for Ralph Results in Rescue 
(Chapter 12, p. 234 - 248) 

1. Sam and Eric tell Ralph that Jack has sharpened a stick at both ends. What 
do you think Jack intends to do? 

2. Why does Jack start the whole area on fire? How did this plan backfire on 
Jack? 

3.  How do Jack's boys know where to find Ralph? 
4. Once Ralph starts running from his pursuers, he knows that he must decide 

quickly what to do. What are his akernatives? What would you do? 
5. What do you think would have happened without adult intervention? 
5. &es RAph cry zt t,S- end nf the hwk9 How do the other bcys 

respond? 



Crosword T e n s  for "Death" Theme: '~BIoodflowersw 

Hovered 
Chastised 
SanitArhm 
Embarrass 
Honeymoon 
Doze 
Able 
Tarpaulin 
Harbour 
Anchor 
Privacy 

Squall 
Prison 
Shroud 
Kee p 
Board 
Solemn 
Temperature 
Crisis 
Confine 
Static 

S ympathy 
EIated 
Tell 
Concentrate 
Skittish 
Check 
Incongruous 
Phlegm 
Superintendent 
Dance 



Death: "Bloodflowers" 

ACROSS 

feel sony for 
fall asleep 
to envelope 
do a jig 
to feel ashamed 
to stay still 
not consistant or 
the same 
a bit nervous 
chairman of the - 
the head honcho 
to not give away 
red-faced 
dribbles out of 
one's mouth 
place for sick 
people; like a 

hospital 
to inforni 
dragg ing feet 
just after a wedding 
can do it 
to foretell 

1 keep attentive 
3 a strong cloth 

m e r  
5 a stom 
6 an urgent situation 
8 keep within 

11 penal institution 
13 to scold 
17 have your own 

space 

how coldlhot it is 
where ships like to 
90 
hung around 
nearby 
to look into or 
investigate 
secures a boat 
very serious, even 
sad 
feel very happy 



Heuristic: Wt-iting an Exaositorv Essav 

An expository asay is one in which an issue or a problem is explained. It might also describe 
action that could be taken to deal with the issue or problem. 

Pre-Writing 
Carefully read your assigned essay topic to determine exactly what it is that you are supposed 
to be discussing in your paper. 
Identi- your topic, assertion and resulting thesis statement. Topic - generai area of 
information about which you are writing: Assertion - position to be explaine& Thesis - a 
meaningfùl. controversial andior defensible assertion about your topic. The thesis should be 
stated in a sentence that appears somewhere in your first paragraph (normally not your first 
sentence as you need a lead). 
For e m p l e :  
Topic - blood imagery in Shakespeare's Macbeth 
Assertion - poet uses it to support theme of violence 
Thesis - Shakespeare uses blood imagery to support the theme of violence in Macbeth. 
Brainstorm for ideas that support your thesis statemcnt. 
Orgrinize your ideas into an outline. keeping in mind an appropriate method or methods of 
deyeloping p u r  paragnph structure. 

Wnting 
An espository tehT consists of three main parts: the introduction, the body and the conclusion. 
The Introductory Paragraph consists of attention grabbing details [a lead sentence (s)I that 
set up the main idea (thesis). The thesis is rarely the first sentence; it must, however. be found 
somcwhere in the opening pangraph and is often at the end. The introduction can -hookW 
reader's in a variety of ways: begin with an arnusing or interesting anecdote. begin with a 
quotation or 3 paradoxical statement. Statements are better than questions. To explain the 
thesis is the purpose for ivriting. It is the point you focus on tvith supporting arguments 
throughout the remainder of the essay. 
The Body Paragraphs will v q  in number depending on haw many supporting arguments 
the writer has for their position. Every subsequent paragraph must deal with the evidence for 
the thesis. Each piece of evidence is written up in its own paragraph. Each paragnph should 
consist of: (a) a topic sentence which introduces the main idea of the paragraph: (b) a sub- 
topic sentence which divides the topic into its component parts: (c) supporthg sentences 
which explain describe, detail, illustrate or elaborate on the idex (d) closing sentence which 
supmarizes the paragmph: and (e) a connecter or transition sentence chat connects one 
paragnph smoothly to the next. 
The Conclusion ofien restates the thesis before moving to a general comment about the 
topic. It may sumrnarize the supporting arguments before dxawing concIusions fiom them. [t 
may remind the reader of future action to be taken or the significance of the position 
developed by the arguments. Quotes may be used as closing statements. The conclusion 
needs to effectively dratv closure to the position taken, 

Some ideas for Oreanization 

Expository asays can be organized in a variety of ways. Following are a b v  ideas: (a) 
chronologicai - presented in order of occurrence: (b) logical - presented in an order which 
rer?ms seps oCiogicai reasoning (suong ro weaic'~; (cj cause anci eEm: icij compare an6 



contrast: (e) thematic explanations; (f) classification of ideas into groups; and (g) climatic, 
Choose the method that works the best for your essay. 

Post-Writine - Revising and Editing 
Here are some ideas to consider when editing your first ciraft: 

Topic 
1. [S this a topic 1 am interested in and svant tolcan write about'? 
2. Have 1 narrowed my topic sufficiently'? 
3. Have 1 understood the expectations of the essay question'? 

0 r g a n i k o n  of Ideas 
1. C m  1 point to a thesis statement? 1s it clear? 
2. Have 1 made the thesis statement interestingr 
3. Do my detaildarguments support rny thesis statement'? 
4. Have 1 used enough examples to develop my topic sufficiently? 
5 .  Have 1 stated rny ideas in an appropriate order'? 
6. Have 1 provided a good introduction and satisfàctory closing? 
7. Are there clear topic sentences for each paragraph? 

Language 
1. Have 1 used the Ianguage that is appropriate for my purpose? 
2. Have 1 used language that is appropriate for my audience'? 
3. Have 1 used words and expressions that produce vivid images'? 
4. Have 1 clearly defined the rneaning of words'? 
5 .  Have 1 avoided the use of colloquia1 expressions or jargon? 
6 .  1s my sentence structure correct'? 
7. Have 1 varied rny sentences in length and structure (simple and complex)'? 
8. Have 1 used "signal words" or transitional expressions to clarify meaning and add unitf! 

Mechanics 
1. Have 1 used a consistent verb tense throughout? 
2. Have [ used standard capitalization and punctuation'? 
3. Have 1 checked my spelling carehlly? 
4. Have [ kept a consistent mbject-verb agreement'? 

1. Cm anyone else read this paper? 

Final Considerations 
1. Did L select a suitable voice and tone for the paper? 
2. Did I keep rny audience in mind while 1 tvas writing'? 
3. Did.1 d e  use of a dictionary and thesaunis'? 
4. Did 1 prwfread it befare handing it in'? 



Description of "Writing" (Transactional) Instructional Method 

In this second method, the students have much more control over the ideas with 

wbich they will be working. They are given t h e  to write about their own ideas during a 

daily journaling time and will be highiy interactive with peer editing and feedback for 

their written work. The students will engage in the following types of assignments: 

1. Journalhg on a daily basis. This is the fiee-writing part of which we spoke. The 

students have 10 minutes per class (at the start) to write anything in response to the 

texts that they are studying or about what is happening in the class. This writing 

can serve as the jumping-off point for other writing assignments and as a study 

guide for tests. 

2. Student response to other students' writing. A11 students writie a particular piece. 

. It is çiven to another student and that student retums hidher own writing. This 

can be done in the form of letters or articles with letters of response or .  . . etc. 

3.  Heuristics are a series of questions that guide a student to writing a complete piece 

by the time al1 is answered and will be used to direct the newspaper style writing 

of articles and editorials. 

4. Letters in varying forms (personal, to an editor, fonnal) and fiom various 

perspectives (first person, observer, characters fiom the story). 



~ h e m e :  Nature (unit One) 
(Writing) 

Article/NoveVDrama/Poem/Movie 

Never Cry Wolf 

To The Brink (nonfiction) 

Ride the Dark Horsri (short story) 

The Shnrk (portry) 
ï& Oak arid the Rose 
The Brrniiig of The Lemes 

Natiorral Geographic Article 

"Arctjc W o r  (nonfiction) 
(May 1987. pg. 562-592) 

Movie: "Tivistrir " m m )  

Methodologies 

J m m a l h g  
Create senes of three - five 
reports about what is happening 
and the issues related to this 
northern study; have a "superior" 
fiom bureaucracy respond. 

JoumaIIitg 
Write a series of letters: one as 
fiom a member of the expedition 
to a person at home; exchange, 
write a letter of response. 

Journalring 
Interview with one of the characters 

Juurnalling 
Re-write one of the poems into a newspaper 
article. Write an editorial response to 
Another poem's ideas 

J m a l l i n g  
Write a script for a 10 minute 
documentary or rnovie that 
represents the forces of nature. 



Theme: Stand Up For What You Believe (Unit Two) 
(vhting) 

ArticleMoveVDramalPoem/Movie Methodologies 

The Crucible Jtn~malling 
Create a series of three-five 
reports about what is happening 
in Salem and the issues related to 
witchcraft. Write the text of a 
sermon offered in a church in 
another town regarding the 
situation in Salem. 

A ~ririrvrd Refomation (short story) Jownalling 
Interview with one of the 
characters 

" Why I am no1 
(non fiction) 

1 going to briy a compter" Jotrrnalling 
Write two Ietters: one supporting 
Berry's ideal of not using 
computers and another in which 
you suggest why computers are 
important/necessary. 

Diilce BI Deconlm est (poetry) 
Charge of the Light Brigade 

LIFE MAGAZME (nonfiction) 
"Col~tmbine High School" 
(May 1999, pg. 562-592) 

Poivrr of Orle (film) 

Jorrmalling 
Rewrite one of the poerns into a 
newspaper article. Write an editorial 
response to the ideas found in the 
other poern. 

Questions for teacher led discussion: 



Guidelines: Writing for a Newspaper 

Writing for a Newspaper 

Article You have to choose a topidevent about which to write first. Once 

you have done that, you need to answer six questions: who, what, when, where, why 

and how. The order of those answers is not important, how you string the ideas 

together is. You need to have clear connections between the ideas and make sure you 

use suficient detail to create a clear picture. 

Editorial You need to feel strongly about the idea you are writing about. 

The direction of your feelings does not matter as an editorial is supposeci to have a 

clear bias. Again, you start by choosing a topic or issue. Ask yourself a question 

about the issue - what is right or wrong with this picture? Then go on to answer that. 

You siil need to include the ideas of who, what, where, when, why and how, but this 

time the answers to each of those questions needs to reflect a clear bias as well as just 

details of the eventlissue. You include descriptions of feelings alongside the facts. 

Reviews When reviewing sornething - either a book, a movie or an event - 

you need to give a summary of the item under review. The summary should be very 

bief and can be woven into the rea of what you are writing. You must write about 

your persona1 reaction or response to the item being reviewed. What was good? 

Interesting? Boring? WeIl done? Worth mentioning? Accurate? Just plain wrong? 

Enjoyable? How does it compare to other books~rnovies/events? lnclude anything 

that has a relevant connection to what you are reviewing. 

Letters to the Editor Determine tiom what point of view you want to 

look at something. Once you have decided that, you need to ask questions about 



something that has been printed or comment that something that the newspaper has 

reported. You can also write regarding anything that has happened around you and 

you want to publicly air your thoughts and reactions to. 

Response Letters From the perspective of the newspaper stafE, respond to a 

letter that has been written to you. You need to either defend the situation or idea or 

agree with the writer about their point of view. Give specific details as to the position 

that you are taking. 

Essays Write essays the same way that you would for an English cIass, 

except you might want to keep them a little shorter. An essay for a newspaper tries to 

explain something in more detail than an editorial does. It might also look at a 

variety of angles in creating an expianation rather than focusing on a clear bias. 

Explaining why something is the way it idwhy something happened the way it did is 

the key approach to an essay. 

Pictures Any picture that you create must be reflective of some significant 

evënt. You rnight have written a report about the event or just allow the picture to 

speak For itself. Pictures must cany a caption of some sort. 

Comics A series of drawings that tell a story. The pictures have dialogue 

bubbIes for the characters conversations or ideas. These can be funny or serious. 

Cartoon 1s a single h e  drawing that presents an idea, and most often 

mocks it in some way. Satire is often presented in this form. 



Beadlines The title for the piece of writing or drawing must be clearly 

comected to the ideas found in the piece. They appear in a bigger font and are 

usually bold in appearance. 

Advertising Combines a series of words and pictures or designs to 

highlight a specific feature or item. It gives specific information about the item, but 

not usually in sentence form. It tries to pack as much specific information as it can 

into a small space. Ads try to appeai to emotions like pride, desire for something or 

they make testimonial pitches to promote the item. 



Description of the "Talking and Writing" (Social 

Constructionin) InstructionaI Method 

This third method places almost tùI1 control into the hands and minds of the 

students. They wiIl determine the scope and range of topics for discussion and Iead 

small group and whole dass discussions on ideas and issues that they choose. The 

teacher wiil act as facilitator, support person and initiator by providing the assignrnent 

around which the following activities wiIl revolve: 

1. . ThinkJTalk-a-Louds, think-pair-share, jigsaws, group brainstorming . . . are aIl 

collaborative methods led by student ideas responding to texts. This 

conversatioddiaIogue happens before any journaling is done. 

2. Class discussions on ideas relating to any written assignments completed before 

the writing begins. 

3. Peer editing for a11 the written work Use a variety of formats for editing from 

chosen classrnates. randomly selected classrnates, parentdsibling . . . 
4. Student-tacher conferencing before, during and d e r  vaiting. 

5. Writing assignments can be newspapaer style articles and editorials, paragraphs, 

iiterary critique style essays or any other form of written work done in traditional or 

non-traditional areas. 

The approach to completing the work for this unit will be handled as a 

newsroom. The tinaI work piece will be a series of newspapers created by the students 

in the following manner: the class wiIl function as a newsroom. There will be a 

revolving series of editors in chief (three or four per day in total) so that each student 

k l  be in that position at least once during the doration of the projen. The editon in 

chief will meet with the insuuctor in the moming or before class, and wifl plan the 

topics. issues and questions for discussion for that day's work They will deal with each 

of the texts utilizing each of the ideas identifiai in numbers one through five above. 



The &dents will lead the discussions with their classrnates who will then ail function as 

the newsroom staffworking on articles, editorials, letters, essays, pictures, 

advertisements, stones, interviews and anything else that they can plan and create for 

inclusion into their final product paper. There will be an ongoing engagement in 

discussion, writing, peer editing, conferencing, more taking, dialoguing and rewriting 

before the final product is put together. 



Theme: Stand Up For What You Believe (Unit Two) 
( ~ a k i n ~  and Writing) 

The Crircible (drama) 

A Refrieved Reformaiion (short story) 

" Why I am not going to buy a compter" 
(nonfiction) 

Dirlce et Decor~im es( (poetry) 
Chorgr of lhe Light Brignde 

LEE MAGAZINE (nonfiction) 
"Colirmbine High School" 

(May 1999, pg. 562-592) 

The Power of One (film) 

** See the description of ''taalking and wtiting" methodology just preceding this outline 
for a description of the specific iessons and strategies that will make up this unit of 
study. 



Therne: Death (Unit Three) 
(Tdking and Writing) 

Lord of the Flies Gfiction - novel) 

Bloodfiowers (short story) 

Forerunners (non-fiction) 

Becmm Deuth Did Not Stop for Me 
Do Nat Go Gentiy into that Good Night 
ABer Apple Picking (poetry) 

" Takr o f  to Disnstrr " (nonfiction) 
(Maclrnns, August 7/00) 

"Dead Man Walking " 'lm) 

** See the description of "talking and writing" rnethodology just preceding the previous 
outline for a description of the specific lessons and strategies that will make up this unit 
of study. 



~;aluation of each unit. 

The instmctor will grade the daily work of the students as it is completed. it will 

be graded following the regular grading mbrics used in his English class. The resuits of 

the ongoing work will not be used in the data collection for the purposes of this study. 

The evaluation data to be used for analysis in this study will corne fiom three 

unit tests, which will follow the completion of each unit of study. Each of the tests will 

folIow the same format. There will be a multiple-choice section followed by a short 

answer section to measure reading comprehension. This section of the test will fiil in 

the blank questions and definition types of questions (see appendix B for cornplete 

tests). The third section of the test will result in a piece of writing that will be used to 

measure content as a fùnction of comprehension. The mbric used to evaluate this 

writing follows in appendix B. 

The instmctor will grade the short answer sections with acceptable responses 

based on a standard key. The longer piece of writing will be marked by a series of two 

or three rnarkers who will follow the cornprehension content mbric set out for this 

study. Each of the first two markers will mark the piece of writing for content. If there 

is a discrepancy of only one level (marks range from O to 3), the student mark will be 

raised to the higher mark. If, on the other hand, there is a discrepancy of two or more 

marks, a third marker will evaluate the essay and assign a final mark. The third marker 

will have the option ofagreeing with one or the other of the first two markers in 

deterrnining what the correct mark should be. Each of the rnarkers chosen wilI have 

received training as part of their involvement in marking provincial exams and will 

already be farniliar with the protocol set in place for this exercise in marking. 



Appendix B: 

Unit Tests 
And 

Interview Questions with Student Responses 



Unit One Test - "Nature" 
Identification Number: 

Initructions: Place al1 your answers on the answer sheet provided. 

Section One: Multiple Choice 
1. What role is played by the wvolf named "George"? 
a. protector 
b. uncle 
c. father . 
d. baby-sitter 

2. The purpose of Farley Mowatt's vint to the north wvas to 
a. find material for a new cook book. 
b. provide [nuit with government work opporiuniiia 
c. investigate the life habits of unis Iupus 
6 do field studies in anthropology 

3. The caribou skeletons around the cabin wre 
a. the result of wolve's carnage. 
b. the cemains of Inuit hunts. 
c. actually the skeletons of husky dogs. 
d. the results of a diseased herd. 

4. Attcmpting to understand the diet of woIves. Fariey 
a. dt-dnk three galions of tea. 
b. Invited the Inuit over for dinner. 
c. Cut open the stornachs of dead wolves. 
d. Ate mice lumself. 

5. The death of Angelie WB caused by 
a. bone m m w  disease. 
b. Fighting another woif pack. 
c. Hunten flowvn ùito the am for spart. 
6 Ingesting ,uyts. 

6. The huit wornen tvho saw Farley ninning nrtked over the tundra 
a. chased him into the herd of cariiou. 
b. Thought this was a "white man's rituai" for hunting 
c. Lookcd the other way. 
d. Thïught he'd lost his min& 

7. Fadey's childhood experiences suggested he wvoufd do ml1 to pume a fareer in 
a. acronautical engineering. 
b. gourmet cwking. 
c. biology. 
d. Anthmpology. 

S. loe Simpson had previously 
a. broken his leg on a mountaïn. 
b. climbed three of the worid's highest peaks. 
c. Soloed Annapurna. 
d. Worked as a mountain climbing guide in Swiitzerlanb 



9. In which country did Joe Simpson's second climbing accident happa? 
a. Peru 
b. Equador 
c. Nepal 
d. Switzerland 

10. The prospect of being lowered down the mountain-side 
a. caused both ciimbers to rise excitediy to the chaiIenge. 
b. brought on the fear of imminent death 
c. Caused Joe to panic. 
6 Caused Mal to panic. 

11. The story. W d e  the Dark Horsen takes place in 
a. N o n h ~ e s t  Territories 
b. Northem Manitoba. 
c. Quebec. 
d. New Brunswick. 

12. The Iargest obstacle the narrator had to ovemime was 
a. his o~vn fear. 
b. his previous rescue failure. 
C. the bars on the river bank 
d. the fish hook in his eye. 

13. How di the wvorkers at the dock feeI about the rescue anempt'? 
a. respecm 
b. sympathetic 
C. wv 
6 apathetic 

16. The description of the shark makes him appear 
a. effortIcss. 
b. dangerous. 
C. ctumq. 
d. near death. 

15. What is the common theme found in each of the poems studied in this unit'! 
a. unity betmeen the elements of nature 
b. confiict between forces of  humanitS. and nature 
c. differences between flora and fauna 
d. the essence of nature 

K. Wolves found in the far Nonh 
a. arc' les camivorous than at füst &ou& 
b. have only attacked a few humans. 
c. have no fear of humans. 
d. ail of the above 

17. Hunting tactics practiced by the wolves involve 
a. mnning in single file. 
5. barking for heip. 
c. working together to capture prey. 
d. none of the above 



18. What attitude toivard wolva is promoted by the National Geographic? 
a. fear 
b. hatreù 
c. mystery 
d respect 

19. What prompts wveather scientists to chase tomdoes? 
a. childhood eupe. nences 
b. curiosity 
c. search for knoivledge 
d. al1 of the above 
e. none of the above 

20. Mo\+% of this genre attract huge audience attention because 
humani& is dratvn tomrd the thnll generated by fear. 
they show the mystenes of nature. 
gove&ents bave throwvn hill support into funding nature films. 
the? are thoroughiy fabricated aories. 

Section Two: Short Answer 

Identifj nvo (2) features of the wolves from each of the novd and the National Geographic article. 

Explain the major decision the narrator had to make in "Ride The Dark Horse". 

E\~lain one image Gom nature in the poem T h e  Buming of The Leaves". 

List four (4) of the steps taken to rescue Joe. in the story T o  n i e  Brink". 

Which of the four (4) aeps in question #.I $%as the most crucial for the success of the rescue?" 

[dent* nvo (2) rnyths regarding wolvcs that were shattered by Mowatt's research 

E'cplain the cause of the l a r g ~  numkr of deaths to the carihou in ,Vever Cm WolL 

Describe the ,change in attitude that Mowan has toward the wolves h m  the beginning to the end of ihe 
novel. 

Explain the reason that the scientists o&r for foUot~ng the s t o m  in the movie. "THiister-. 

With refcrences to the texts studied in this unit, iden@ six (6) forces found in nature. 

Section Three: Essay 

1s it necessary for humanity to conquer nature in order to survive? In an expository essay 

answer the question in a minimum of 300 words. 



Unit Two Test - "Standing Up For M a t  You Believe" 
Identification Number: 

Instructions: Place al1 of your answers on the answer sheet provided. 

Section One: Multiple Choice 

Why does Abigaii have a hold on John Proctor? 
she \as pregnant with his chiid 
he stil loved her deeply 
she had an flair \vith him 
she had been his maid 

A centrai theme in The Crucible is 
communism does not work. 
guitt by association 
\vitches exist in di societies. 
gaod always conquers evil. 

Elizabeth Proctor is m e d  because 
a poppet was discovered in her house. 
she could not recite the ten commandrnents 
she read mange books in the evening 
al1 of the above 

Giles Corey t a s  found guilty of being a witch and 
\+as hanged 
\ a s  tined heavily. 
was whipped and placed in the to~vn's stocks. 
was presscd to death. 

Iohn Proctor dies with dignity bewuse 
he will not lie to savc himself. 
Elizabeth cannot convince him otherwise. 
his esecutioners allow him his final request. 
None qf the above 

What starteci the nitch hmt in Salem? 
Tituba admits to king a witch. 
A wifch is seen flying over a barn 
A bunch of young gids wete caugiit dancing in the woods. 
The hiritan religion +vas ideally suited to fearmongering. 

What claim does John Pmctor make about his wife in court'! 
That she $vas a cold-hmed woman 
îhat his +vüé svas incapable of telling a lie. 
That his w%e alwys went to church. 
T h  he wanted to trade places with ha. 

Why did Mary : W m  not confess her role in the naming of witches? 
She beiieved she %vas doing the right thing 
She hated Iohn Roctor. 
She ruas ~ f m i d  of A h p i 1  
She knev about the flair. 



9. What is Wendell Beny's best reason for not buying a computer? 
a. Cos& too much 
b. Takes up valuable space 
c. He's too old-fashioned 
d. It dom?  improve his tvriting 

10. To what values dws Wendell Berry contrast the worth of cornputen'! 
a Peace and economic justice 
b. Ecologiul health and political honesty 
c. Family and community stability 
d. All of the above 
e. None of the above 

11. One respondent accuses Berry of 
a. king old-fastiioned 
b. king close-minded, 
c. hking advantage of his wüe. 
d. witing the article condemning cornputers on a computer. 

12. Jimmy Valentine gets out ofjail because 
a. he hasdone his time. 
b. governent officiais give him a pardon 
c. he manages to escape 
d. he makes a deal with the muden 

13. Iimmy sent to jail because 
a. he \tas a bank mbber. 
b. lie was a counterfeiter 
c. he was a kidnapper. 
d. he <vas fnmed 

Li. What tumed Jimmy into an honest man? 
. a. Hicould make more money in an honest fashion 

b. Realizing a life of crime did not pay. 
c. Having done t h e  in jail. 
d Tme love. 

15. In what tone does the witer Say. "duice et decorum est"? 
a. tn an ironic tone. 
b. [n a supponive tone. 
c. [n a bitter tone. 
d. In a tane of idedism. 

16. Wh? did the light brigade charge into the vailq'? 
a. Because they always followed orders. 
b. Because they believed they couid min. 
c. Because th- didn't know nihat faced h e m  
d. al1 of the above 

17. One of the reasons for violence in today's youth. according to psychologists. is that 
a. th& parents spend vey little time with them 

- b. eupectations are too high 
c. they w n t  to be heroes in the news. 
d.  the^ watch too rnuch violent television. 



18. Why did Rachel Scott die? 
a. She professeci a belief in God. 
b. She wvas a member of an opposing clique. 
c. She had mocked the boys on various occasions. 
d. She was a jack. 

19. This story of apartheid takes place in 
a. Alabama. 
b. Rlmlda. 
c. BraPi. 
d. none of th¢ above 

20. The "Power of One" suggest the idea that 
a. al1 people are equal. 
b. al1 people have the right to an ducation. 
c. boxers tend to become leaders, 

' d. people should have inter-racial relationships. 

Section Two: Short Answer 

1. Ezrplain John Proctor's opinion regarding the motives behind the accusations of witchcraft in Salem 

2. I d e n w  two ( 2 )  choices Jimmy Valentine made in the story. "A Retrieved Reformation". 

3. Identi- the attitude of the speaker of the poem -Dulce et Deconun e s t .  

4. Lia two ( 2 )  examples of people standing up for what th# believe h m  the article. "Columbine High 
School". 

5. List four (4) reasons that could l a d  to a penon's arrest in The Crucible. 

6. E.xplain what precipitated the trouble in Saiem 

7. Esplain what the boy was attempting to aaornplish in Pretoria. 

8. E.qlain why the cavalry decided to follow the order to mke heu change into the vdey in *Charge of the 
Light Brigade". 

9. List three (3) reasons not to buy a computer. according to the author. Wendell Berry. 

10. Outiine nvo (2) reasons why readers disagreed ivith Wendell Beny's not buying a computer. 

Section Three: Essay 

Write an expository essay in which you comment on the difference that peopIe make when 

they stand up for what they believe. Write a minimum of 300 words. 



Unit Three Test - Death 
Identification Number : 

Instructions: Place your answers on the answer sheet provided. Wait for fùrther oral 
instqctions Fiom the instructor. 

Section One: Multiple Choice (20 marks) 

L. The cause of Simon's death was 
a. bloodlust. 
b. accidental. 
c. ritualistic. 
d premeditated. 

7. The main purpose for setting the island on fm was to 
a. Al-mct the attention of passing ships. 
b. Flusli out the pigs. 
c. Destroy the beast on the idand. 
d. To hunt a member of the other mbe. 

3. Piggy's death symbolized 
a. The hope of being saved. 
b. The end of reason 
c. The f i h l  uiumph 
d. None of the above. 

4. What did Simon discover on the mountain just before he was killed? 
a. The snake things. 
b. A vierv ofa ship in the distance. 
c. Thebeast. 
d. A dead pmchutist. 

5 .  Why was the destruction of the conch at the m e  time as Pigg's death appmpriate? 
a. It was a Ioss of innocence. 
b. ïhe conch gnbolized order. 
c. The? were both accidental. 
d. Al1 of the above. 

6. Fmm what ailment did Mr. Poonvilly sufer'? 
a Pneumonia. 
b. BroncMtis. 
c. Appendicitir 
d Arthritis. 

7. What was the d t  of picking bloodfiowers? 
a. You faund a girl's dection. 
b. You bring bad luck upon yourseif. 
c. You bmught the flower one srep closer to e.Vtinction 
6 You could make a poultice to c m  al1 ailments. 



8. W m  what did Danny never have any lu&? 
a. Contacthg the mainiand by radio 
b. Teaching the schoal children. 
c. Getting to know the community residents. 
d. Gening it on with Adel. 

9. Why did the islanders want to keep Danny on the idand? 
a He r e e d e d  them of a farnous song. 
b. He $vas such a good tacher. 
c. He !vas needed to break the cycle of bad lu&. 
d. Al1 of the above. 

10. "Mer Apple Picking". by Robert Frost. is a meiaphor for 
a. Harvest during Fdi in rurai fanriland 
b. Choosing a direction in Me. 
c. Facing dwth at the end of a long life. 
d The econornics of farrning in the US. 

L 1. What symbol is used to pomay deah in Emily Dickinson's poern*! 
a. The grim reaper 
b. A black flag 
c. The ace of spades 
d. Acmiage 

12. What did Dylan Thomas wvant of his dying fathec? 
a. A finai blessing. 
b. A greater share of the inheritance. 
c. The postponement of his death. 
d. To uade places with him. 

L 3. Forerumers are considered to be 
a. Supernatural warnings of approaching events. 
b. Gified pmphets. 
c. Viiionaries whose ideas are ahead of their cimes. 
d. A vining plant that grows on graves. 

14. A forenimer may appear in the form of 
a. An apparition 
b. Long-lost relatives 
c. The totvn's most educated folk. 
d. Al1 of the above. 

15. People's beliefs about death kquently contain 
a. Notions of an aller-life 
b. Superstition 
c. Fear and faith 
6 Al1 of the above 

16. What observation about the Concord did people on the ground make? 
a. A plume of flames 
b. A tire had e.upIoded 
c. Giass Mndows e'rploding 
d. A [en-meter tear in the fuselage 



Tragedies like this (the one in #16) cause people to 
Stop flying 
Launch massive lawsuits 
Feël close to complete strangen 
Al1 of the above 

Matthew's parmer in crime receives 
The death penalty 
Life imprisonment 
Freedom in exchange for testimol 
TwenG-five yean in prison 

This movie could be seen as redistic because 
It deals wïth an intensely emotional toptc 
The subject matter is convincing 
It avoids HolIpvood glamour and thrills or action 
Ail of the above 
None of the abave 

How does Matthew deal with the circurnsmnces leadhg to his execution? 
a. Claims innocence to the complete end 
b. - Admits to nping the gV1 
Accepts responsibility for his role in the crime 
Confesses to the other crimes he commined 

Section Two: Short Answer (20 marks) 

E.qlain six (6) reasons people died in the texts studied for ihis unit. 

State a reason that Jack and Roger tvanted to kill Ralph 

Iden- the problem that wvitnesses on the ground observed on the Concord before it crashai. 

Explain Dylan Thomas's advice to his father. 

Idcntify the purpose of a "foremer". 

Describe nvo (2) tvays in which Sister Helen's üfe !vas impacted thmugh her relationship with a 
condemned man. 

~Glain the meaning of the iine. "death did noi stop for mew. in the paem tiîied with the same line. 

Idenf the reason the islanders wvanted to keep Danny Thorsen h m  leavhg the island 

Lit two (2) tvays in which the deaths of Simon and Piggy were different 

I O .  E.qlain the üony in Jack's and Roger3 attempt to murder Ralph 

Section Three: Essay (60 marks) 

1s the= ever a right time or place to die? Reqond to this quedon in a minimum 300 word expository 
esSay. 



Student Interview Questions: 

1. What elements in each unit, if any, did you find the most helpful to 

comprehending the material? What elements in each unit, if any, did you not find 

helpful for comprehension? 

2. Describe which unit of instruction you enjoyed rnost. What did you like about 

it? Describe which unit of instruction you enjoyed the least. What did you not 

like about it? 

3. Were there specific things that your instructor did that helped your 

comprehension in any way? 

4. What do you think is the most important element for teachers when they instruct 

student in reading? 

5 .  Was chat element evident in any of the units? 



Student Interview Responses 

In response to the first question asked, what elements in each unit, if any, did 

you fînd the most helpfùi for comprehending the matenal, and what elements in each 

unit, if any, did you not fmd helpful for comprehension, Chris said, 

"1 liked the talking, the discussing, stuff like that. When you hear 
another person's idea and they would explain what they were thinking, 
or the whole group would explain what they were thinking in their 
separate thoughts, or if we'd go around and each person would build on 
the rest of the group's ideas . . . that was very helpful for understanding 
what we read because then we'd have a whole bunch of views on it and 
it wasn't just your own view, but you got a variety of ideas to build the 
best one. 1 least liked the writing on Our own without first discussing 
what we'd read with the group or at least with a few others. 1 have my 
own ideas, but I'm not necessarily confident in what 1 think. And you 
know, two heads are better than one, and the whole group is obviously 
better than a few. So the writing alone just didn't work For me. lfwe 
had done our writing afier discussing, I'd have had more to Say. 1 oFten 
tan out of ideas when 1 was on my own," 

Another student, Travis, said of the same question, 

'The class discussions and the journaling. Taiking and then writing 
allowed me to understand the material the best because it gave me a 
better general idea about the information we studied. That way 1 could 
understand the whole story, or whatever, instead of just one specific 
littie portion or skill. I'd Say doing the questions on my own was the 
worst. Like, what was this character's grandma's narne, or something. 
It wouldn't reaily help me out in understanding what 1 was reading. 
Those kind of questions are just too specific and not based on the 
whole theme or meaning of the story or book or idea of the movie." 

Carissa said, 

"For me the joumaling helped the most because, the kind of person 1 
am, 1 tend to understand things better when 1 can write them down. E 
may have a lot of thoughts going through my head after reading or 
discussing somethùig, but untill wrîte it down and work it out that 
way, it's still kind of a muddle. To make something fall in line or  
make sense, 1 need to write it down. Also, writing helps me to look at 
it ltom al1 points of view because 1 c m  reread my writing and corne up 
w i h  oher  arguments. i ditin? iike kieing on my own or oniy aiways in 



a small group. When we got to be in large groups for discussion k t ,  
that was much better than being alone or just with one or two others." 

The fourth student interviewe6 Brad, said, 

"1 liked hawig all our materials ahead of t h e  in the 'standing up for 
what you believe' so that we could read and talk before we had to 
write. M e a d  of pounding the living snot out of one piece, we could 
move fiom piece to piece and work as a group on which ever one we 
wanted. We got to taik amongst our peers while we worked, 1 hate it 
when we take a poem and we're toid there's just one way to read it. 
You know, this is correct or that is correct, that's just a stupid way to 
learn something. So I didn't like the unit where you always told us 
what was right and what was wrong. You know, because the teacher 
can Say it's this way and a student can say it's this way and it can be 
both, and we really don't know what the author was thinking. 1 mean 
there's always ideas and thiigs like that. In my mind 1 think is this 
really true, and how do we know this is true? So, the way we did the 
poems in the unit where we read the poems together and then discussed 
them together before writing, that was the most helpful." 

in response to the second question asked, "Describe which unit of instruction 

you enjoyed most and what did you Iike about it, as well as describe which unit of 

instruction you enjoyed the least. What did you not like about it?" the four students 

anwered with the following uisights. 

"1 liked the death unit the rnost. First of ail, because that was the unit 
we got to talk the most. Also, there's so much superstition that 
surrounds death, especialIy in the articles, like in the "Foreruuners". It 
was great to hear everybody's opinion about death and compare them 
to what 1 think. 1 didn't really iike the unit 'standing up for what you 
believe' because it seemed a little bit repetitive. Maybe because we've 
done sorne of those same poems before, you lcnow, the Robert Frost 
poems. Like, there are decisions of right and ieft and different 
variations ofright and Ieft, and it al1 got quite repetitive." 



"1 enjoyed the nature unit the rnost, because even though 1 don't like 
journaling a lot, I did better when I spent time journalhg after reading. 
It was like four pages of writing every day." 

Carissa said, 

"1 liked 'standing up for what you believe" the most because I thought 
it was just reaiiy, reaily relevant to us. It's something we deal with 
everyday even when we don? think we're doing it. Some of the 
articles and pieces we read were fantastic, Sie the 'Columbine' article. 
Plus our discussions got me thinking about other ways of standing up 
for what 1 believe. Even people doing what I believe to be wrong or 
not good, are standing up for what they believe, so that's good. That 
unit was real, it wasn't just from books or rnovies. It was real to my 
life. The death unit was my least favorite because 1 felt too isolated. 
And when we did get to do a Little group work, it was only in srnail 
groups and never in a larger group, where you get the most ideas 
shared and the biggest challenge and matenal to see a11 the sides of an 
issue. Being able to bounce ideas off a number of people or hear their 
ideas leads to deeper understanding and we didn't get that in the death 
unit." 

The final student, Brad, said, 

"The unit on death was my favorite unit because of the criminai aspect 
in the unit. I've read a great number of books on crime and justice and 
1 was able to draw on that knowledge, I also Ioved the matenal we 
read. For the first time in years 1 found myseifgoing home and talking 
about th: books and articles we were reading in class. The unit 1 found 
least enjoyable was the nature unit. Again, it had nothing to do with the 
instructor or the methods of instruction; I just don? enjoy reading about 
and studying nature. Although, having said that, the novel Never Cry 
Wolf was the brightest point of that unit." 

The third questions asked students to state whether there were specific things 

that their instructor did that helped their comprehension in any way. Chris said, 

"1 don't know ifthere were specifïc things, because fiom the way i've 
seen you teach in class, you sort of like to surprise attack people. Like 
you're not going to Say 'I'm going to do this to help you understand 
something.' You kind of just do it. Like if you punch somebody in the 
gut, it's going to be a lot more effective if they don? know it's coming 
than if they know it's coming. But if1 had to choose the best 
techniques used to teach, they happened in the 'death' unit because 
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groups, everybody got to share ideas, and we weren't being told what 
to Say or believe. The nature unit was just reading and then answering 
some questions, that was the most boring, or least interesting and 
helpful way to lem." 

Travis responded with, 

"Not that I can think of Maybe it's us teaching ourselves, like we did 
in the talking and writing unit, the newspaper, because we did the best 
there, as a group and individually. Instead of you telling us, we tell 
ourselves, which makes us l e m  the stuff better because it's coming 
from us and not you." 

"You being available to answer questions or talk about what was going 
on in the matenal or in the class during some of the units. And also, 
the movies, because you took something in our lives that is very normal 
or usual, and you brought it here and it was, we got more out of them in 
here because we were looking for something, not just being 
entertained." 

Brad said, 

'The instructor found meaningfiil curent newspaper articles, news that 
most of us knew of and found interesting, good fiill-fledged discussions 
with the whole class. If you can talk about something before writing, 
that's a key aspect to learning. I also liked the videos. In past classes, 
videos were used to reward students for good behavior or for tinishuig 
a book, but in this unit the video was part of the curriculum, it was a 
text we studied, just the same as any novel or article and we were 
quizzed on it just the sarne. It really helped to tie the unit together." 

Three of the students interviewed had opinions regarding the fourth question, 

"Mat  do you think is the most important element for teachers when they instruct 

students in reading? 

Chris said, "1 don? know." 

Travis answered the question by saying, 



"Not to have deadlines. When we worked as a class, we set our own 
deadlines and it wasn't you telling us 'have this read by so and so.' We 
didn't feel quite as rushed." 

Carissa said, "For the teacher to put us in the right mindset, or prepare us for 

what we're going to read or see. And to get us ready to work together." 

Bmd had the most involved answer, in which he said, 

"Teachers get students involved with a catchy introduction to reading. 
Like in the 'standing up for what you believe' unit, we first read an 
article about the famous 'Greenland' disaster before we read a real 
Canadian disaster story. Tt was true, real, and it foreshadowed what 
was to corne. Plus we discussed difficult decision situations in our lives 
and then related them to the article and then the novel. Tt also helped 
that the instructor was a very approachable teacher and he was always 
available for questions and discussion. Anothcr thing that helped was 
the way the units were al1 tied together. You'd have a reai-life story in 
the unit that you got captivated by and it prornpted you to want to read 
more and more or even if you read something you didn't understand, 
there were always a bunch of other pieces to respond to on the tests so 
you could fa11 back on those. And by reading and talking about the 
other articles, you might better understand that difficult one. That was 
helpful." 

The fifth and final question asked of the students was whether they had 

noticed that most important element (fiom number 4), was evident in any of the units. 

Carissa said, 

"1 don't think you were very helphl in the 'death' unit because we 
were just given information and questions and told to do oui- own work. 
Very little talking happened then. But in the newspaper unit you 
prepared us and we interacted a lot al1 of the tirne, even while writing." 



Appendix C:  

Official Communications (Letters!) 
And 

Forms Used for Participants 
And Their ParentdGuardians 



Paul Reimer. Landmark Coiiegiate 
Mark Reimer. SRSS 

Gilbert Unge~  Superintendent of Hanover 
John Peters: Gssistant Superintendent of Hanover 
Hanover School Division 
Box 2 170 
Steinbach Ml3 ROA 2AO 

September 13,2000 

Mr. Gilbert Unger and Mr. Iohn Peters: 

We are twiting ihis Ietter as a follow-up to a conversation that took place last June between Paul Reirner 
and Iohn Peten. regarding the compIetion of a study in Landmark Collegiate to be used as data collection 
for Masters degrees for both Mark and Paul. Both of us are cunently in our "thesis year". and are planning 
to complete a joint mdy in order to collect the data necessary to write our separate theses. We are 
requesting permission from you to tun the study during November. December and Januaty. in the h o  4OS 
Core ELA classes at Landmark Collegiate. 

The study wouid address reading comprehension and quality of wvriaen response in the classroom. Our 
research study ivouid compare the results achieved through the use of different methodologies. al1 of 
~vtiicli are curriculum-appmved and support the curriculum's desired "general outcornes". At the end of 
nine weeks al1 smdents would have received the identicai forms of instruction and content By using this 
study design. no student wauld be at an advantage or disadvantage cornpared to hislher ciassmates. 
Students ivouid be invited to participate in the study on a voluntary bais. indicating theu wilhgness to 
take part by completing a personal and parental consent f o m  Students chwsing not to be part of the 
audy would ail1 study the exact same matenals. tvrite the same tests. and complete the same assignments 
as these units are a regular part of the course requirements. but theu results ivould not be entered as part 
of the &ta-collection for the study. No student would be identifieci in the nudy in my way nor wouId - 
student's acadernic record be jeopardized either by king included or chwsing to opt out of the study. 

The tluee units of study are units that were dweloped in this course and have been taught for a number of 
years. The differenœ is that one unit wi11 involve a traditional appmach to teaching reading 
cornprehension. while the other two units will be based on Thompson's and Hillocks' rnodels of teaching. 
which reflect a higher degree of studentcentered talk and witing assignments. Paul will deiiver the 
uistmction and supervise the testing. while Mark will evaluate and collect the data from the essays. The 
resuits of this study. to be published at the University of Manitoba will be anafed and made available to 
!ou and any interested parents or students who w r e  participants in the siudy. 

We would ask that you consider this request and then let us know as soon as possible of your decision. so 
bat Letters of invitation couid be sent to each of the grade 12 students at LCI. before the end of 
September. Please contact either of us at our respective schools if you have any questions or concem 
regarding ihis matter. 

Paul Reïmer and 
Mark Reimer 

CC: Dr. Stanley B. Sttaw. U of M (ahisor): Ken Klassen Principal at LCI 



Teaching Methodologies and Reading Comprehension 
Teaching Methodologies and Written Response 

Study Participation Consent Form 
PIease complete this form with appropriate names and signatures to show your 
willingness to participate in the previously described study being conducted in the 40s 
ELA classes at the Landmark Collegiate. Please retum this signed form to Paul Reimer 
byNovember , 2000. 

1, (student's name), am willing to 
allow my unit test marks to be included in the data collection for the above described 
study. 1 rnay change my mind and withdraw, without penalty, by completing a 
withdrawal form (like the one below) at any time before the conclusion of the study. 

VWe, the parentdguardians of the above named student, also consent to the 
inclusion of our child's marks in the data collection for the above described study. W e  
may change Our mind about hislher participation at any t h e ,  for any reason, and 
withdraw hisfher participation by completing a withdrawal forrn (like the one below) 
arrd returning it to the school at any time before the conciusion of the study. 

Signature of student 

Signature of parentfguardian 

Date:' 

If you wouid like to receive a summary of the study results please complete the section 
below: 

Address: 

1 would like the results summary mailed to me. 

1 would like the results sumrnary given to my child at school to deliver to me/us. 

Withdrawal f o n :  
1, (name of student/parent/guardian) would 
like to withdraw, without penalty, fiom having my results used in the study being 
conducted in the 40s ELA classes at the Landmark CollegÏate 

Signed: Date: 



Paul Reimer, Landmark Collegiate 
Mark Reimer, SRSS 

Parents and students of  
Grade 12 Core ELA 
Landrnark Collegiate 

November .ZOO0 

Dear parentslguardians and students of Mr. Paul Reimer's 40s ELA classes; 

Both Mark Reimer, an English teacher at the Steinbach Regional Secondary 
School, and myself, the senior English teacher here in Landmark, are cunently in their 
"thesis year" of study at the University of Manitoba. To complete the requirements for a 
Master of Education program, we are required to complete a research study and have 
chosen to conduct this study in the 40s ELA classes at the Landmark Collegiate during 
November, December and January. We are writing this letter to give some explanation 
of the study and then to invite your child's voluntary participation. 

The study will address reading comprehension and quality of written response in 
connection to three different teaching delivery methods. Three units of study have been 
developed for delivery in this course. Texnial materials from each unit have been used 
in'previous years' instruction, as have the delivery methods. What makes these units 
unique from previous instruction is the way in which the textual materials have been 
combined with the delivery methods. Each three-week unit focuses on two specific 
methods of delivery. Each class group will receive the identical material, however it 
will be delivered by varied methods. At the end of the nine-week study, al1 of the 
students will have received the identical instruction and exposure to material, the onIy 
difference will be the order in which they receive the delivery methods. No student will 
gain an advantage or experience a disadvantage as a result of being in the classroom for 
the duration of the study instruction. All delivery rnethods and assignments being used 
in this study are consistent with the expectations described in the generai outcomes of 
the provincial ELA curriculum. As the instruction is part of the regular ELA program, 
al1 students will remain in the class, receive the same instruction and complete the same 
assignments, regardIess of participation. At the end of each unit of instruction, there 
will be a two-part test. The first part will consist of short answer questions to deal with 
reading comprehension and the second part wilI be an essay, to deal with the quality of 
written response. Students will write an additional essay at the start of the study to 
serve as a comparison piece. 

Paul Reimer, the teacher who will deliver the instruction, will explain the study 
purpose and design to the mdents in the class. Upon receiving a verbal expianation of 
the study, with opportunities to ask any questions, students will be invited to participate 
in this study on a voluntary basis. Due to the design of this study, participation requires 
only that students and parents agree to allow the student's marks on four test pieces to be 
i , ~ f !  fer irnyygig- Pdy$z cf &d ~='(-TS =-.&rtigg += tsq The 
results on each unit test will be compared to detemine whether or not the teaching 



method effects the Ievel of reading comprehension or quality of written response. So, 
voluntary participation means that your child's marks will be used in the cornparison of 
the results from each deIivery method. At the bottom of this letter is a "Return" portion 
on which both the student and parentdguardians indicate their consent for the child's 
participation. If a student is under the age of 18 years, the signed consent of both the 
student and parent is required before any marks wilI be used in the study. ifthe student 
is 18 years of age, they rnay sign their own consent f o m  and return it to the school. The 
signed portion of the letter must be retumed to Paul Reimer at Landmark Coltegiate. 

If the student, and h i f ie r  parentdguardians have agreed ta have their results 
included in the study, and then at a later date, for any reason, change their minds about 
participation in the study, they are welcome to do so. Withdrawal fiom the study c m  be 
done without penalty at any tirne. In order to withdraw, the student needs to complete a 
study withdrawal form, which wiil be available in both the classroom and in the school 
office. An example of the form is shown below. Both the student and the 
parentdpardians for students under the age of 1 8 years must sign the withdrawd fom. 
Students over the age of 18 may sign their own withdrawd forms. 

The data for this study will be collected by the end of January, when the 
semester ends. The analysis of the marks wilI be conducted during the spring rnonths, 
with the final results being available by the end of the school year (lune) at the Iatest. 
Upon cornpletion of the data analysis, a copy of the nsults will be made available to any 
interested student andior parent/guardian. If you know that you would Iike a copy of the 
resuIts when they become available, please check the appropriate box on the consent 
portion to be returned to the school. When the resuIts become avaiiable, there will be a 
notice to that effect pIaced in the school newsletter. This notice wili inforrn 
pkntdguardians of when and where they rnay pick up a copy of the results or how to 
request a copy to be sent out to them if they did not already indicate their wishes on the 
consent form. The data of the study will be presented in letter form, comparing the 
marks achieved under each of the teaching methodologies dong with any conclusions 
arrived at as a result of this study. There will also be a short evening reception at the 
Landmark Collegiate where Paul Reimer and Mark Reimer will be avaiiable to discuss 
or offer additionai expianation regarding the study, the data collected, the conclusions or 
any other aspect of interest fiom the students or parentdguardians represented. The date 
of that reception wiIl atso be identified in the schoot newsletter at the appropriate time. 

PIease consider your (child's) participation in this study and retum the consent 
form by the date indicated, Novembar ,2000. If you have any questions or 
concerns about this study, piease do not hesitate to contact either of Paul (355-4020) or 
Mark (326-6426) at our respective schools, or you may contact our study advisor. 
Dr. Stanley Straw, at the University of Manitoba (204-474-9074). 

Paul Reimer and 



Paul Reimer, Landmark Collegiate 

Parents and students of 
40s ELA Core classes 
Landmark Collegiate 

January ,200 1 

Dear parents/ guardians and students of Paul Reimer's 40s ELA classes; 

- By this t h e  you have heard about the study on teaching methodologies and 
reading comprehension and quaiity of written response that has taken place in Paul 
Reimer's 40s ELA classes over this last term. The study, to this point, has concerned 
itself with the data collection necessary to assess whether or not different teaching 
methodologies effect student leaming. Alongside that quantitative masure (analyzing 
the numerical data), both Mark Reimer and Paul Reimer would like to obtain some 
feedback from some of the students whereby they give some anecdotal responses to 
their perceptions of the study. We would like to find out fiom the students whether or 
not they preferred a certain delivery method, regardless of the results obtained fiom 
evaluative measures. We would like to know fiom the participants how they 
experienced each segment of the study. To gather that information, both Paul Reimer 
and Mark Reimer wish to interview four different, randomly selected students fiom the 
study. The interviews will consist of a series of seven to ten questions regarding the 
study. The responses of the students will be used to present a qualitative assessrnent 
(personal response) of the study by the participants. 

The mdents' names have randomfy been assigned a number. Eight numbers 
wére randomly drawn from that list. Four of those have been selected for Paul Reimer's 
interviews and four of those have been seIected for Mark Reimer's interviews. Your 
child's number was one of the numbers drawn. Would you consent to your child being 
asked a series of questions regarding the smdy? The interview questions will be sent 
home with the student at the end of the day on January ,2001. You and the student 
will have the opportunity to read the questions and discuss them together if you wish. 
The &dent may write responses to the questions on the paper. The next day, January 

2001, the student will have the opportunity to meet with the instmctor whose 
interview questions they have answered. They will have a chance to add any 
explanation to what they have dready written, Both parts of this interview process are 
voluntary. if your child or you, hisher parentjguardian do not wish for himher to 
participate, they are not compelIed to do so. There will be no penalty for choosing not 
to participate in an interview if asked. If you would agree to the interview, please 
complete the return portion at the bottom of this Ietter and return it to Paul Reimer by 
January ,200 1. 

Respectfilly submitted, 

Fzüt Rziïiisr 
Mark Reimer. 



Teaching Methodologies and Reading Comprehension 
Teaching Methodologies and Written Response 

Interview Participation Consent Form 

1, (name of student), am willing to compiete 
an interview questionnaire regarding the study that was conducted in my 40s ELA class 
this Iast term. 

w e ,  (parentslguardians name), adare  
wiIIing to aIlow the above named student participate in an interview regarding the m d y  
canducted in histher 40s ELA cIass this last term. 

Please place a check mark in one of the boxes below and return to Pau1 Reimer at 
Landmark Coilegiate by the specified date. 

1 agree onIy to complete an interview questionnaire. 

I agree only to meet with Paul Reimer to discuss the reading comprehension study or to 
meet with Mark Reimer to discuss the quality of written response study. 

1 agree to complete an interview questionnaire and to meet with either of Paul Reimer or 
Mark Reimer to discuss their respective portions of the study. 

By not returnhg this form to Paul Reimer by the date specified above, we are 
indicating that the student will not participate in the interview. Vwe understand that if 
the above named student does not agree to participate in the interview, another 
randomfy selected student will be asked to complete the interview. 

Signed by: Student 

Parent 

Date:' 




